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Stop Unnecessary Truck Rolls
With DROPguard
TM
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Service piracy
is just one of the problems diverting
revenues from your bottom line. Do
delinquent receivables mean anything to you? How about the costs
generated by excessive churn?
Now you can eliminate them all,
simply and cost-effectively, with
DROPguardTM, the new off-premises
addressable tap from AM Communications that gives you control over
remote service connections from
your own office.

Providing instant access to
individual subscriber drops,
DROPguard allows you to
bring customers on and off line,
immediately and for any length of
time, without the need for expensive — and uncertain — truck calls.
You will appreciate how DROPguard
helps you minimize churn costs and
prevent illegal hook-ups while discouraging non-payment.
DROPguard is especially well-suited for
high-risk, high-churn or inaccessible
areas, where truckrolls are costly and
undesirable. It can replace passive taps
anywhere in your system, and need not
be deployed system-wide. You will find
that, by increasing the efficiency of your
operation and helping capture more of
your profits, DROPguard will soon pay
for itself.
Circle Reader Service No. 1

DROPguard is field-proven and is
supported by the Cable DataTM
billing system.
For more information about
DROPguard and our other products
for CATV systems, please call
1(800) 248-9004.
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We re Keeping Watch'
1900 AM Drive •P.O. Box 9004
Quakertown, PA 18951-9004
Tel: (215) 536-1354
1 (800) 248-9004

Fax (215) 536-1475

Trilogy Introduces

Drop Cable Created For The
Most Valuable Performance
Teamwork...that's the key
to excellence in drop cable!
Superior teamwork combined
with consistent quality. Trilogy MVP
is the new drop cable that outperforms
its competitors, time after time. MVP sets
new standards that challenge all other drop
cable manufacturers. Yes, Ti•ilogy technology
is t
he benc h mark of quality and performance
aga i
nst which all others must now be measured.
Nothing eludes Trilogy quality-assured technology from its expert selection of raw materials to its rapid
delivery of the finished product.
For the Most Valuable Performance, It's MVP.
The drop cable that only Trilogy teamwork could create!
TEC

fflunaintilleatte:
See"

)

Call or write for free sample and brochure:
Trilogy Communications, Inc.. 2910 Highway 80 East, Pearl, Mississippi 39208.
800/874-5649

601/932-4461
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Trilogy
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The results are in on the fifth annual salary survey
36
For those in the engineering department who've spent extra hours
and sleepless nights worrying about the pace of cable's
technological advances, take note: you're not alone. This year's fifth
annual salary and job satisfaction survey reveals that engineers are
overwhelmingly concerned with keeping up with the change. Where
do you fit in to the mix? Find out in this detailed feature by CED's
Leslie Ellis, which includes financial profiles on engineers,
technicians and engineering managers.

Rip it out: The 1992 Frequency Chart
This year's CATV Frequency Chart may be the most valuable ever,
because it's been completely redesigned and channelized to 1GHz.
It even includes information on experimental PCS frequency
allotment. Pull down last year's chart and post this one—you'll
need it.

CableLabs unearths findings on composite triple beat
At CableLab's Alexandria, Va. test facility, aCTB change has been
discovered—the visual appearance of the disorder varies when the
frequency tolerance of individual carriers in the headend is
tightened. CableLab's Tom Williams describes the finding and its
effects on digital transmission and NTSC video.
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Keeping up with tec riology these
ays takes an inordinate amount of
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Philips news, PCS contracts

Telcos aren't far behind in delivering video over copper
Although it's not welcome news, it may be that telcos can surpass
current bandwidth limitations—which would turn up the heat on
the cable's current competitive edge in video delivery. ONI's Andy
Paff and Al Watson detail telco advancements in asymmetrical
digital subscriber line (ADSL) technologies, which offer video
distribution to the home over existing twisted-pair cable.
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New skinny on tech standards
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Rollin', rollin', rollin'...TCI goes addressable
Ten years ago, TCI didn't think too much of pay-per-view. Now,
more than 400,000 addressable convertors are being deployed. Why
the big change, and how is it developing? CED's Roger Brown looks
at the giant move in this article that discusses TCI's addressable
center, corporate philosophy and training efforts.

Digital primer, part I
At arecent Rocky Mountain SCTE chapter meeting, participants
got an earful on digital technologies. Now CED brings the day-long
digital tutorial to you, in this first of three articles on digital basics
written by ONI's Randy Raynard. In Part I, Reynard discusses
digital transmission and analog-to-digital conversion.
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THE NEW S
YMBOL OF HEADEND F
LEXIBILITY
We call it digital soft touch. You'll
know it as the new standard for easy
headend setup and status monitoring.
Small Package. Big performance.
Series 2combines industryleading technology and reliability
in auniquely compact, flexible
package.
Ideally suited to new build and
channel addition projects, Series 2
will exceed your high expectations
for cost-effective video and
audio performance.
5,000 subscribers this
year, 50,000 next year,
Digital Soft Touch Functions Include:
•
audio &video tuning deviation
•RF output digital adjustment to +60BmV
•audio &video overmodulation warning
•composite/separate input selection
•
channel #and frequency display
•IF loop options and more...

and after that... Series 2flexibility means you can
grow right along with your subscriber base.
System Flexibility Too.
Series 2flexibility isn't limited to its digital
soft touch functions. Flexibility is the design
premise behind this latest addition to our wide
line of headend systems.
Compact design, complete compatibility
with existing equipment, and upgradability to
future specifications makes Series 2the smart
choice for optimum long term performance.
Contact us today for detailed information.

NEXUS
ENGINEERING CORP.

7725 Lougheed Hwy. Burnaby, BC V5A 4V8
Tel: (604) 420-5322 • Fax: (604) 420-5941
Circle Reader Service No. 3

"OUR GOAL...TO M
STAND-ALO
SYSTEM UST
TECHNOLC
Jerry Neal
Senior Software Engineer
Pioneer Communications of America
Cable Systems Division

When Pioneer developed the Pioneer
LaserDisc Universal System (PLUS), our goal was to simplify
operations and increase revenue for the cable operator.
We know that system automation and increased customer
programming selection are both good economic moves.
So, we created PLUS to provide
pre-programmed, uninterrupted entertainment. PLUS can
control multiple pay-per-view channels of laserdisc players or
autochangers. Laser technology translates into adurable
maintenance-free, high quality video and audio program
source. PLUS is backed by the reliability of Pioneer technology.

Because your business demands performance...
PIONEER COIVIMUNICATIONS OF AMERICA, INC.

CABLE SYSTEMS DIVISION

600 East Crescent Ave. •Upper Saddle River, NJ 07458 •(201) 327-6400 •Outside New Jersey (800) 421-6450
Circle Reader Service No. 4

AKE AVERSATILE
NE PAY-PER-VIEW
NG LASERDISC
LD-V8000 LaserDisc
Player —single sided disc player
for blockbuster movies and
reliable 24-hour operation.

LC-V330 Autochanger —
72 disc capacity for adiverse
selection of movies or as an
on-line backup for single
LD players.

PLUS Controller —
IBM AT/Compatible
for flexible movie
definition and scheduling, allowing control
of multiple pay-per-view
channels using laserdiscbased technology.

(
1
1) PIONEER
c 1992 Pioneer Communications of America, Inc.
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IN PERSPECTIVE

Thinking out loud

Publisher
Robert C. Stuehrk

Prior to this decade, cable television long-term strategic thinking was simply an
oxymoron—there wasn't any. Cable operators were still busy wiring America,
hooking up subscribers, fighting for regulatory relief, battling each other for franchise rights and trying to make abuck or two during the process. Keeping creditors happy was aquarterly struggle. "Long-term" was defined as ayear into the future; five years was an eternity, left for someone else to ponder.
As the cable business has grown, competition (or at least the threat of it) has come
nipping at its heels. Telephone companies are working tirelessly to remove regulatory barriers into the programming content business, MMDS was revived by the
FCC with favorable channel use regulation and, of course, the threat from DBS
still looms, though its ultimate role remains cloudy. But the lack of along-term
cable "vision" made it easier for competitors to make inroads.
Perhaps its was that thought that motivated the original founders of organizations like Cable Television Laboratories. Cable television had no central
clearinghouse to evaluate emerging technology. Some major MSOs had testing
labs to evaluate existing product, but the
findings were seldom if ever shared with
other operators. Strategic thinking was
left to the most senior engineers at MSO
headquarters. The result: an industry
spinning its wheels technologically.
Somewhere along the line, cable operators woke up to the fact they were racing
on an oil slick. Some knew there were
developments in other industries (i.e.
computers) that could have profound effects on television and signal delivery. Something had to be done, the operators said.
When CableLabs was formed, amid acertain level of skepticism, it's probably fair
to say many were doubtful it could last. After all, Canadian efforts in the early '80s
to organize asimilar undertaking resulted in agroup that died nearly as quickly
as it was formed.
But the national think-tank has been wildly successful. It's been criticized by some
who wonder what it has accomplished, but this much is certain: there now exists
avision of where cable can go and what it will take to get there. Somehow, engineers and CEOs from divergent cable operations have built aconsensus on how to
sell the cable network to consumers, and now businesses.
The Canadians are back on board, too. The Canadian Cable Television Association recently outlined its plan to provide subscribers with what they want, when
they want it (for details, see page 10). The plan specifically mentions fiber optics,
video compression, interactivity, addressability and HDTV along with marketing,
regulation and programming issues.
Iguess the point is this: when cable television finally got around to thinking longterm, the benefits have been almost unbelievable. Giant computer companies
have come as suitors seeking amultimedia pipeline, telcos are watching closely as
PCN looks possible and video compression will provide vast bandwidth for new services. I'll go out on alimb and bet cable will be the first to offer HDTV programming regularly. Has there ever been atime in cable when so much has happened
so fast? Keep thinking, guys—who knows what you'll think of next.

Managing Editor
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Roger Brown
Editor
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With the Benchmark 1175" Wavetek has
truly redefined the science of bench sweeps.
Now you can see your sweep measurement results instantly on a 14" super VGA
monitor. No calculations. No interpretations. Just on-screen readouts of -real
time" sweep measurements.
Sweep parameters [
are entered with
Nothing else
simple keyboard and
spin-knob control. Five markers spot user
defined points on the high resolution display Marker search functions find peak
and valley points quickly and easily.
The no-drift synthesized signal generator
and normalized path calibration provide
unprecedented accuracy Self-diagnostics
eliminate setup or connection problems.

Circle Reader Service No. 5
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Memorized settings speed up repetitive tests.
Spin knob and keyboard controls make entering and manipulating information almost
automatic.
The Benchmark 1175 system consists of
a synthesized 2 to 1100 MHz signal generator with 0.0005% frequency accuracy a
scalar network
measures up. Ianalyzer with
greater than 60 dB
dynamic range, 14" color super VGA high
resolution monitor, and a dual diode balanced sensor. At $11,000 for the complete
system, it may be the single most costeffective testing instrument you'll ever buy.
For a demonstration, contact your local
Wavetek representative, or call Wavetek
direct, 1-800-622-5515.

W AVETEK

Canada sets long-term goals;
expects to spend $66 to upgrade
•A fax machine,
For an industry that just afew short
•Several telephones, including aperyears ago was accused of largely ignorsonal communications device,
ing long-term strategic thinking in favor
•An answering machine,
of short-term economic performance,
•A camcorder, and
there are now several organizations
•A home electronics bus to
looking at what cable television's mancontrol equipment, appliances
ifest destiny is in telecommunications.
and power sources.
One of them is the Canadian
Because families adecade
Cable Television Assofrom now will be more comciation.
The
fortable with high-technolCCTA in
ogy devices, they will more
June rereadily demand and pay
leased a
for informational and
strategic
transactional services
planning
(banking, shopping,
document
databases, E-mail);
called
"A
telemetry (energy and
Clear Vision"
household managethat promises
ment, security and
fiber-rich, fully
alert services); eninteractive 150tertainment (prochannel Canadian
gramming tiers,
cable systems that
video- and audioaggressively comon-demand,
pete with telcos and
HDTV and inDBS providers to proteractive TV);
vide entertainment,
and valuevoice, information, inadded comhome services and more
munications
to consumers. These adservices
dressable cable networks
(custom
will feature compressed
calling,
video and will deliver
'relev,
i
: Cecil"
etc.), the
HDTV, too, the CCTA
a
r
e P' promises.
ne
nreP °. ts cro
CC T A
rtito,s r
document
The CCTA says it will be
he cort4.
t
S
e.
predicts.
critical for the cable industry » son, „to cu.- 03 a
"to outgrow its traditional 're- NrisU.S
oe,The
.
document seems to
broadcasting' role and become a rorrt'secho the theme being loudly trumpeted by the U.S. cable companies, in
provider of value-added, enconcert with research performed by Cahanced services" to ward off competitors
ble Television Laboratories. Canada
and provide consumers with more
also has aCable Labs facility, however,
choice.
it's goals are to advance and transfer
But the CCTA warns that the new
technology to cable systems—it doesn't
capability won't come cheaply: it will
attempt to set policy or get involved pocost Canadian operators aminimum of
litically.
$6 billion to improve their systems beAccording to CCTA officials, the plantween now and 2001 and "that figure
ning document was in part motivated by
could easily double, depending on techthe "growth of the so-called `deathstar'
nology, partnerships and unknown facsatellite projects (DBS) now being detors," CCTA officials say.
veloped in the United States." To
Yet the improvements will be necescounter that threat, the CCTA suggests
sary, the association suggests, because
a renewed commitment to providing
the typical family in 2001 will have:
high-quality Canadian programming to
•Three TV sets, including a largesubscribers north of the border. "We
screen TV,
are here, we know our market and we
•Two VCRs,
are committed to providing excellent
•A CD player,
service to our subscribers," said Noel
•An intelligent terminal for workBrambrough, chairman of the task force
at-home and/or education,
I

C.
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that prepared the document.

Philips' unit
chosen by 13
Cable operators can expect the first
television ghost cancelers to go on sale
later this fall now that the Advanced
Television Systems Committee's T3
Technology Group has voted to approve
adraft standard for aghost canceling
reference (GCR) signal. After amultitude of tests (and some internal squabbling), the T3 group unanimously recommended the Philips GCR, which will
be marketed under the brand name Vector by Philips Broadband Networks (formerly Magnavox CATV Systems).
A series of well-publicized laboratory
and field tests conducted by the National Association of Broadcasters and
CableLabs under the auspices of the
Advanced Television Systems Committee (ATSC) last fall in the Washington,
D.C. area led the NAB to conclude that
the Philips GCR was the best of all
tested. The NAB released that information and Philips set in motion its
product and promotions departments,
which promptly began talk of product
roll-out.
With that in mind, CableLabs got its
dander up when the ATSC asked it to
hurry its test report and then apparently edited several paragraphs that
requested more time and additional
tests related to close ghosts and equalization, which seemed to favor the GCR
signal submitted by Sarnoff/Thomson.
ATSC relented and agreed to six
weeks of additional tests. ATSC officials also asked both system proponents
to work together to develop a"hybrid"
product that would blend the best components of both systems. Once again,
both the Philips and Sarnoff/Thomson
systems were tested along with ahybrid
of the two. Again, Philips came out the
winner.
None could be happier than Uwe
Trode, Vector product manager for
Philips, who finally has the green light
to sell cancelers to cable systems and
broadcasters. The product now apparently will be ready in September and
will cost broadcasters and cable operators about $4,000 achannel. Trode said
interest by cable operators has been
"incredible," especially on the West
Coast, where television stations live in
close proximity to large buildings and
rolling (or mountainous) terrain.
The recommendation to adopt the

01991 General Instrument Corporation

On-screen displays.
Dual function remotes.
Jerrold's redefining
the easy chair.

No matter where or how your subscribers watch TV, they want it easier. Who
can blame them? Too often, their cable
equipment doesn't offer all the features of
the latest TVs or VCRs. Now Jerrold provides the features that make even the easy
chair easier.
New on-screen displays establish a
dialogue between converter and user. To
make it even easier, we've investigated
color coding this function. Our remotes
control both the TV and converter. And
they're compact, with larger buttons, to fit
more comfortably in subscribers' hands.
The more at ease subscribers are, the more
they'll appreciate the services you provide.
Jerrold makes these new advanced,
yet simpler features available so you can
offer them to your subscribers today. After
all, ahappy subscriber is what we all want.
We're ready now.
Call Jerrold at 1800 523-6678.

COMMUNICATIONS
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COLOR BURSTS
Philips standard now moves on the full
ATSC membership, which is scheduled
to ballot by letter by early August.
In the meantime, ATSC has filed arequest for general waiver of the FCC
rules to allow broadcasters to transmit
and test GCR signals on line 19 of the
VBI. Present rules restrict line 19 use to
a vertical interval reference signal,
which is apparently seldom used.

Philips, CLI
strike deal
Separately, Philips announced it has
jumped headlong into the race to provide
hardware for digital video compression
by contracting with Compression Labs
Inc. to develop and build encoders and
decoders for cable satellite uplink and
headend applications.
The Philips/CLI agreement calls for
Philips to provide CLI with $1.5 million
in development funding and outlines
purchase terms for the resulting products.
Testing of the satellite uplink to downlink portion of the system is scheduled
to begin this fall, with product introduction slated for March 1993. Both
Philips and CLI will market the system, which is based on the MPEG standard.
The digital compression effort involves
several of the Philips organizations, including Philips Consumer Electronics,
Philips Broadband Networks and
Philips Laboratories.
The contest to provide cable operators with digital video compression/decompression hardware was sparked by
an RFP issued by Cable Television Laboratories on behalf of Tele-Communications Inc., Viacom and Public Broadcasting. An announcement is expected
shortly.

Data sent
over cable
High-speed data was successfully
transmitted over a live cable system
without using the vertical blanking interval and without interrupting any
programming, it was announced during the recent Digital World «92 conference. WavePhore Inc., based in Tempe,
Ariz., used its technology to send digital
medical images over TCI's Scottsdale
system, said John Bringenberg, TCI
manager of strategic planning.

The WavePhore technology uses a
$15,000 encoder in the headend and
transmits data at 384 kilobits per second, according to Charles Jungo, vice
president and director of engineering
at WavePhore. Existing television signals transport data from a host computer to multiple remote worksites at
speeds eighty times greater than dial-up
modems. Jungo said his company's system uses any video signal, whether it is
broadcast, microwave, satellite or cable because it doesn't rely on the VBI.
Instead, WavePhore inserts the data
at baseband between 0MHz and 4MHz,
thereby avoiding the VBI as well as the
front and back porches of the video signal.

Wavephore uses a
$15,000 encoder and
transmits data at 384
kilobits per second.

That's vital, according to Bringenberg, who said TCI must be convinced
its signals won't be visibly degraded by
WavePhore's product, especially when
digital transmission promises dramatically better pictures over analog. Bringenberg said TCI is evaluating the product, but isn't ready to endorse it yet.
In Scottsdale, the signals were sent
about eight miles over coaxial cable,
through amicrowave link and through
several amplifiers, said Jungo.
Cable operators need to provide a
minimum 40-dB carrier-to-noise ratio
for the data to be recovered, Jungo
added. He said operators can expect
about a3-dB noise penalty from the encoder, which should not pose aproblem
to operators of well designed and well
maintained cable systems, Jungo asserted.
WavePhore plans to develop and offer
an encoder and decoder operating at
the T-1 standard data rate within the
next 12 months, Jungo said. That product, combined with an MPEG compression chipset, would allow full-motion
video to be sent in a similar manner.
Jungo said this would provide cable operators with yet another way to provide
pay-per-view or video-on-demand.
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Contracts and
PCS news
The PCS-via-cable research continues in earnest. In separate announcements, it was disclosed CableLabs has
contracted with AT&T Bell Labs and
consulting firm Arthur D. Little to research the necessary components for
PCS delivery over cable systems while
Cox Cable plans to test remote antenna
drivers, which are touted as away to reduce the cost of microcells.
The CableLabs agreement calls for
Bell Labs to assist with information
and technical assistance on PCS field trials while A.D. Little will offer analysis
and aseries of reports. The goals of the
contract include examination of cable
networks to identify its strengths as a
transport medium for PCS, determination of the implications of integrating
PCS with other cable services and analysis of whether these services can be
integrated.
Meanwhile, Cox Cable in San Diego,
apioneer in PCS research, has struck
agreements with Nexus Engineering
and Omnipoint Corp. to test remote antenna drivers (RADs), which promise
to extend the reach of a microcell by
permitting multiple antennas to operate
simultaneously over the same channel.
Each microcell is connected to several
RADs by distribution plant, creating,
in effect, one larger cell.
The equipment promises to reduce
the number of microcells needed and
allow for less expensive handsets. The
RADs, originally developed for telepointtype applications in Canada, are being
modified by Nexus to operate in the
1850 MHz to 1990 MHz frequency
range.
Propagation tests of the Omnipoint
equipment is slated for September and
will gauge the expected coverage area;
tests of the full system (radio and RADs)
are slated to occur in September and
October.
Finally, Cablevision Systems Corp.
used RADs and aremote antenna signal
processor (RASP) to utilize PCS technology in vehicles at speeds up to 50
mph. Spacing the RADs 800 feet apart,
the base station coverage area was expanded to provide two-way voice-grade
signals throughout the length of a2,000foot hardware corridor in Cablevision's
Lynbrook, N.Y. system. Because all
RADs in the corridor were using the
same frequency, no signal "hand-off'
was necessary. CED
By Roger Brown

Ideal Conditions
for Lectro's UPS
&Line Conditioners
Lectro's UPS and line conditioners are
built to give you dependable power
protection — even in harsh environments.
Temperature ranges from minus 30 0 up to
130 0 Fahrenheit are no problem. And,
with cabinets made of rugged aircraft
grade aluminum, these units are some of
the toughest in the industry. They can
stand up to factory floor conditions,
tolerate high levels of dust and humidity,
and the outdoor models provide reliable
power protection even when mounted on
atelephone pole. Lectro offers acomplete family of FerroMaxTm products that
use ferroresonant technology to ensure
clean, consistent power protection that
you can depend on.
•Temperature Range -Minus 300 to 1300 F
•2000 to 1Spike Suppression
•30 Minute Standard Battery Run Time
•NEMA Cabinet Ratings -4/4X/12
•Available from 300VA to 5KVA
•Two Year Warranty

If you're looking for power protection that
won't let you down...you need FerroMaxi"
from Lectro.
Introductory Offer -Call today to take
advantage of our special 10% discount
offer. Limited time only.

FerroMax

3
2

Lectro
Power Protection for the Real World

Lectro Products, Inc.
420 Athena Drive •Athens, GA 30601

1-800-237-4877
Circle Reader Service No. 6

SPOTLIGHT

Rich Henkemeyer

Trainer, soothsayer,
bartender
He throws chalk, he rants and raves,
and he paces enough to make even Phil
Donahue look mellow—all for the sake
of training. Because for Rich Henkemeyer, technical training director of
Paragon Cable in Minneapolis, Minn., this
is the good stuff of cable.
He created the job- himself, in an evolutionary kind of way. After starting
with Paragon (then Rogers Cable) in
1984 and spending a few years as a
main line maintenance technician and
later a supervisor, Henkemeyer says
he noticed abig gap in something he feels
is important: Technical training.
The trainer
So, Henkemeyer gave up his management responsibilities and took over
technical training full-time. Now, he
trains all of Paragon's people in the
Minnesota region, and even has an office
that seconds as amini-training center for
ahandful of students.
But technicians and installers aren't
the only Paragon staffers that attend Henkemeyer's classes. Recently, as apart of parent-company KBLCOM's "Value in Entertainment" systemwide training program,
Henkemeyer had an opportunity to get
his training digs in on all of Paragon's
employees.
The in-house program, Henkemeyer says,
aims to train staffers on "everything it
takes to do this (cable) job.
"The idea," he says, "is that if our

people understand the value of our services, the customers are automatically going
to see it, too."
Apparently, the program is working.
Henkemeyer says he's seen adramatic
increase in customer contact, particularly
with technicians. "I see our technicians'
sales going way up. Where they used to
have hardly any sales out in the field, well,
now they're getting $100, $150 aweek in
bonus checks. It's great."
Henkemeyer also thinks cable's wealth
of emerging technologies is great. In
fact, his role in the Value in Entertainment program is to train Paragon staffers
on the new stuff—which he enthusiastically says is one of his favorite topics.
"No doubt about it, this is areally exciting time to be in cable," he emphasizes.
And he means it. He really is excited.
This man of boundless energy and seemingly limitless goodwill could (and would)
spend hours extolling the virtues of
cable television, particularly its technology. One of his hottest hot buttons,
though, is digital storage.
"I see so many things coming on," he
continues. "Like the new massive storage parts—where you can store agigabyte of information on a credit cardsized storage device, for less than $100.
If you could build something like that into
a convertor, you're talking about the
ability to really do PPV on demand," he
says.
The soothsayer
Although he didn't do it publicly,
Henkemeyer says he made some predictions
back in the mid-1980s that are coming
true today. Mostly, he predicted that
cable would veer toward data transmissions.
"We're seeing that happen now. The industry is starting to get inroads to the computer corridors," Henkemeyer says of
his prediction. "It's coming true a lot
quicker than Ithought it would."
This time around, Henkemeyer's predictions relate to a sort of a la carte
cable service, where subscribers can
pick and choose what programming or other
services they want on amonthly basis.
"I strongly believe that it's much better to make fast nickels than slow dimes—
I'd rather have alittle bit of something
than alot of nothing. And if we could get
$5 or $10 amonth from that customer,
and it doesn't take alot to service him,
that's a good business," Henkemeyer
says.
Henkemeyer's gusto for technology
spills beyond training, too. Currently, he's
working to implement adigital dispatch
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system which he boasts will make
Paragon "essentially apaperless office."
The portable system, which Henkemeyer
hopes to have up and running later this
year, will enable technicians full access
to Paragon's database files at any time
and any place—even if they're up on apole
or crawling behind acouch to get at adrop
connection.
The bartender
Henkemeyer grew up in St. Paul,
Minn. and says he's likely to stay in the
Twin Cities area the rest of his life.
(The only other place he'd live, he says,
is Lake Tahoe.) .
For quite some time, he tended and managed abar—the North End Depot—in St.
Paul, which he reshaped into the city's
first sports bar back in the 1970s. "By the
time Ileft, we had enlarged it to three stories with indoor and outdoor volleyball
courts and two bars. The idea was to find
away to get the wives to come in, to kind
of bust up the 'I'm going drinking with
the boys' mentality," Henkemeyer says.
But the bar business is tough, and
Henkemeyer decided he wanted acareer
change. He got atip from afriend about
a cable television program at Dakota
County Technical College, decided to
look into it, and two years later walked
out with degree in hand.
That degree has served him well.
Henkemeyer has not only created his own
niche at Paragon, but is the SCTE's
Region 6director. "That means I'm here
as aresource to all of the chapters we have
in Minnesota, Wisconsin and Dakota
territories," Henkemeyer explains. "One
of my objectives for 1992 is to get afew
more meeting groups started in the
northern part of Minnesota, to facilitate those folks." Henkemeyer is also
the new secretary on the SCTE national
board of directors.
He slices, he dices, he julienne fries
At home, Henkemeyer is a single
father raising two children: Natasha,
age 5, and Nicholas, age 6. He calls the
experience "tremendously rewarding."
"I get up with them every morning, help
them get dressed, do their breakfast—
Iknow them so well now," Henkemeyer
says proudly. "And actually, it's gotten
to the point where we have such agood
routine, it isn't burdensome."
As long as he dam% throw cha& at home,
it's highly probable that Natasha and
Nicholas don't find the arrangement
burdensome, either. CED
By Leslie Ellis
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Digital telephony
data heirarchy
My last few columns have dealt with
the fact that as we look to the future, we
can see many new technologies, applications and market opportunities on
the horizon that will dictate how we
should be deploying our networks today. A couple of these potential opportunities, namely competitive access and
PCN/PCS, will take us deeper into the
world of telephony—a world filled with
new buzzwords and acronyms just waiting to confound the neophyte.
With that in mind, Ithought it would
be helpful to periodically examine the
meaning behind a few of those buzzwords. This month, we'll look at the
North American hierarchy of data rates
for the transmission of digital telephony.
Conversion to digital format
In the world of telephony, a "voicegrade" circuit is defined as having an audio bandwidth of something less than 4
kHz. This is obviously not in the realm
of "high fidelity," but is adequate for
voice communications purposes. Note
however, that prior to transmission,
this analog voice signal must first be
converted to some type of digital format. This is accomplished through a
very simple analog-to-digital (A/D) conversion technique known as pulse code
modulation.
By Chris Bowick, Group Vice
President ITechnology, Jones
Intercable

In this process, the voice signal is
first sampled at the rate of 8 kHz or
8,000 samples per second. This sampling rate of 8kHz (2 x4kHz) satisfies
the Nyquist sampling theorem which
dictates that in order not to lose any
information in the digitization process,
an analog signal must be sampled at a
rate of at least twice the highest frequency contained in the signal.
The output of this sampling process is
a series of pulses, whose amplitudes
correspond to the amplitude of the actual voice signal at the time the sample
was taken. This initial step in the process is called pulse amplitude modulation (PAM).
Once these samples are taken, each is
converted to an eight-bit word, through
the A/D conversion process. Here, the
amplitude of each sample, which can
practically take on any analog value, is
quantized by giving it an eight-bit digital code corresponding to its amplitude.
In other words, each sample amplitude
is forced to fit any one of only 28 or 256
discrete levels. In actual practice, however, one of these eight bits might even
be reserved for "in-band" signaling
(on/off hook, etc.) purposes, leaving only
seven bits (128 levels) for quantization
of the input signal. If "out-of-band" signaling is used, the full eight bits can be
used for throughput.
Quantization noise
The quantization process is therefore
nothing more than an approximation
of the infinitely variable input signal.
This approximation will manifest itself
as noise, appropriately called quantization noise, that will ultimately show
up when the signal is converted back to
its analog form. One way of minimizing
quantization noise is simply to improve
the approximation by allocating more
bits to each sample.
Allocation of nine bits (512 possible
levels) rather than seven or eight would
improve the quantization noise, but
would also increase the transmitted
data rate accordingly. Thus, there exists
atradeoff of quantization noise vs. data
rate, and eight bits (seven, if one is used
for signaling) was considered to be adequate.
In order to simplify the quantization
process, sometimes atechnique known
as companding is used. Speech volume
(input signal amplitude) will typically
vary in normal conversation by as much
as 40 dB (10,000 times). As we have
seen, trying to quantize this wide variability into 256 discrete values is an in-
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accurate process. To help alleviate some
of the difficulties associated with quantization, the PAM signals at the originating end are sometimes compressed at
the sending end such that the lower
level signals are pre-amplified more
than the higher level signals. On the
receive end, the opposite process, called
expanding, occurs.
This has the effect of decreasing the
dynamic range of the input signal, thus
improving the performance of the quantization process.
Note that if each voice grade signal is
sampled at 8,000 samples per second,
and each sample is then converted to an
eight-bit word, the data rate for each
digitized voice-grade circuit will therefore be:
8,000 samples/sec x8bits/sample =
64,000 bits/sec
This base data rate for voice grade
64 kB/s is commonly referred to in telephony terms as aDS-0, short for digital
signal level zero.
Digital hierarchy
The telex) industry has standardized a
hierarchy of such data rates. For example, if you multiplexed 24 DS-Os together and add 8kB/s for overhead, this
brings you to the next level in the data
rate hierarchy, called DS-1. The DS-1
data rate is therefore equal to:
24 channels x64 kB/s per channel +8
kB/s = 1.544 Mb/s
The overhead bits are called framing
bits and are used to synchronize the
transmitter and receiver so that the receiver can sort out which bits correspond to which voice-grade channel.
The table below summarizes some of
the more commonly used data rates in
telephony:
DS Name Bit rate#
DS-0
DS-1
DS3

Voice-grade circuits
64 kB/s
1
1.544 Mb/s
24
44.736 Mb/s
672

Note that the DS-3 data rate is not a
simple multiple of either the DS-1 or DSOdata rates. Overhead/framing bits are
again the culprit.
Other data rates for electrical and
optical transmission have been standardized in the industry as well
(SONET). In addition, audio compression techniques such as adaptive delta
PCM (ADPCM) will also potentially increase the number of actual voice channels within the data rate structure. Perhaps we'll cover these and other topics
in future columns. CED
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CAPITAL CURRENTS
receivers and land mobile communications transmitters that can transmit
data back to a central control center.
The GPS receiver calculates its location and sends that information back to
the control center. At this control center,
adispatcher looks at aroad map display
to see the location of each vehicle.
In addition to Trimble, other U.S.
manufacturers of GPS receivers include
Coded Communications and Magellan
Systems.
Terrestrial vehicle monitoring

Tracking your
truck fleet
Would you like to know where every
one of your trucks is located, every
minute of the day? Two new systems
have recently been introduced to give
you this information. One system uses
a military satellite system, while the
other uses networks of terrestrial receivers to track vehicles. These technologies are just now emerging; the services are not yet widely available.
Satellite-based fleet management
The NAVSTAR Global Positioning
System (GPS) is amilitary satellite system, consisting eventually of 24 satellites, that transmits precise time and position information. GPS receivers can be
mounted in vehicles and handheld versions are now becoming available. By receiving the signals from at least four
satellites, aGPS receiver can determine
latitude, longitude and altitude. The
GPS signals are transmitted at 1575
MHz and 1227 MHz.
Recently, Trimble Navigation, one of
the leading U.S. manufacturers of GPS
receivers, has developed avehicle tracking system. Among the first customers
are the Minute Man Delivery Service of
Los Angeles and the Denver and Milwaukee public transit authorities.
The vehicles are equipped with GPS
By Jeffrey Krauss, independent
telecommunications policy consultant
and President of Telecommunications
and Technology Policy ofRockville, Md.

Several companies in the U.S. have
begun offering avehicle tracking system
using terrestrial networks. These operate in the 902 MHz to 928 MHz frequency band.
For these systems, each vehicle has a
receiver and atransmitter operating in
this band. When the dispatcher at the
control center wants to know the location of avehicle, apaging-like signal is
sent to that vehicle, telling it when to
transmit. The vehicular transmitter
then sends out aspecially-coded wideband pulse that is received by at least
four receive sites. By precisely recording
the times these signals are received,
the vehicle's position is calculated. It
can then be displayed on aroad map display, or recorded.
There are at least two companies with
plans to construct vehicle monitoring
networks in major cities in the U.S.
They are North American Teletrac and
METS Inc. Teletrac operates systems in
Los Angeles and other cities, and was recently chosen by the California Highway
Patrol and the California Department of
Transportation for use in Orange
County.
Teletrac has been operating under
"interim" rules adopted by the FCC in
1974. The rules have never been made
permanent, which creates some uncertainty in trying to establish anationwide
service. As a result, Teletrac recently
filed a petition for rulemaking at the
FCC, seeking to create permanent rules
for this service.
The 902 MHz to 928 MHz band is
shared among many spectrum users.
These range from high-power air
surveillance radars on Navy ships to
cordless telephones to retail store antishoplifting devices.
In order to provide the timing precision needed to calculate distances, the
vehicle monitoring systems operating
in this band must be carefully designed
to be robust in the presence of other
signals. The coding of the wideband
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pulse makes the system somewhat like
aspread spectrum communications system with anti-jam properties. One effect
of interference or jamming is degradation of the accuracy of the position determination.
Advantages and disadvantages
These two technical approaches, one
satellite-based and the other terrestrial,
have different advantages and disadvantages. The GPS system requires a
smart mobile receiver that can do precise location calculations. In the terrestrial system, the location calculations
are done at the control center; the mobile unit can be smaller and simpler.
A small, simple mobile unit can be
hidden in the vehicle, and used for tracking stolen vehicles. This is one of Teletrac's most successful services. After
the vehicle is reported stolen, the dispatcher simply signals the vehicle to
start reporting its location, and then
notifies the police. Numerous stolen
cars and stolen truck cargoes have been
recovered.
A small, simple, lightweight, batterypowered mobile unit is feasible for tracking lost children and Alzheimer's patients.
But a terrestrial system requires a
terrestrial network of receive sites in every city. Teletrac has begun its construction, but is operating in only about
four cities. Sparsely populated and rural areas may never be covered by these
networks.
The GPS satellite fleet is now about
3/4 operational. Its signals can be received throughout the country, in rural
as well as urban areas. For truck fleets
operating in suburban or rural areas,
GPS or other satellite-based service is
the only choice.
Application to leakage detection
Cable Leakage Technologies (CLT),
aTexas start-up company, has proposed
anovel application of these vehicle location systems. In driving through a
cable system checking for leaks, the
normal mode of operation might be to
stop and fix each leak as it is detected.
But it might be more efficient to drive
through without stopping, recording the
leakage information and the location
information at the same time. Post-processing of the data can then pinpoint the
locations of the worst leaks and help to
set repair priorities. CLT is presently
demonstrating its approach to various
cable operators. CED
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Powering: The
debate continues

regulation." Except for the fast rise
times and overshoot described in the
"standby/off line design" (which does
not apply to the driven inverter concept), the acknowledged benefit of the
It was with considerable amount of in"filtering" referred to in the article apterest that Iturned to page 90 in the
plies to noise on the power line and
June issue. Having been in the power
therefore operation in the primary mode,
supply business since August 1975, I not the standby mode.
know the author well and have always
All designs currently offered in the inenjoyed discussing the power supply
dustry use aferroresonant transformer
and cable business with him.
in the primary mode and therefore proHowever, after reading the article,
vide the filtering alluded to. On the
"Power supplies then and now," Iam
other hand, to achieve regulation, we
chagrined at the overt and somewhat
use a PWM regulation technique
blatant commercialism of the article. I (patented 1982) that provides precise
have personally written several artiregulation at ahigher level of efficiency
cles over the years (I believe two have
than can be achieved with the common
been published in CED) and Ihave alferro design.
ways tried to keep them generic, factual
•Itake issue with the entire discusand as free of bias as possible. Howsion regarding the generation of tranever, since most engineers generally besients during switching (page 90). The
lieve their design concepts are superior
"lack of phase synchronization during
to the competition, Irealize that some
switching" can certainly cause the genbias is likely to creep into any article so
eration of voltage transients with the
written.
common ferro design (the design used by
Even though, the article mentioned
the author's company) because of the
above contains good useful information,
fundamental properties of the ferro itit also contains partial truths, omisself, but should not be afactor in the linsions and bias and "paints all competiear design with aproperly designed intive units with the same brush," aposiverter.
tion that is simply not factual. With
•The author ascribes a higher inherent level of reliability with the comrespect to positions taken in the article,
Iespecially take issue with the followmon ferro design. This cannot be backed
ing:
up by actual fact because both types of
•Delay of up to 40 milliseconds in
designs provide voltage to the cable load
switching. Our products switch in apthrough amagnetic device, i.e., either
proximately 10 to 12 milliseconds and
the ferro or alinear transformer. In acour unique and exclusive "frequency
tual fact, the synchronization of the
boost during switching" concept elimiwaveforms is critical with the common
nates any "phase shift delays" as deferro design because of the load prescribed in the article. The frequency
sented to the inverter output power
boost also provides additional safety
transistors; an out-of-phase switching
and reliability not possible in any "comcondition will present an excessive load
mon ferro" design. Iam also unaware of
to the inverter output stage which can
any modern amplifier that will experiresult in failure of the power transistors
during transition.
ence any "drop out" during such a10- to
12-millisecond switchover.
Like all engineering considerations,
• Figure 2 shows the leading edge
the design of astandby power supply inspike and the article furhter describes
volves anumber of trade-offs. The artithe "very fast rise times often resulting
cle implies that the simplest and most
in ringing on the leading and trailing
reliable design is the common ferro deedges" problem with the linear design.
sign. Actually, from adesign standpoint
In fact, this is acharacteristic of a"satonly, the simplest and most reliable deurating inverter" design, not a linear
sign is the saturating inverter with alindesign. Control Technology utilizes a ear output.
"driven inverter" concept with rise times
Unfortunately, the drawbacks to this
an order of magnitude slower than those
20-year-old technology (lack of regulaalluded to in the article and completely
tion in standby mode, resulting in large
devoid of the "overshoot" on the leading
variations in output voltage due to both
and trailing edges shown in Figure 2.
declining battery voltage and unpre•On page 90, it is stated: "The indictable and changing loads; large variverter design, in most products today,
ations in frequency with changes in batutilizes alinear transformer that does
tery voltage and load; fast rise times;
not provide any significant filtering or
leading edge spikes; etc.) far outweigh
22 Communications Engineering and Design August 1992

its benefits in both my opinion and the
author's. However the common ferro
also has its drawbacks which were totally ignored by the author. These include:
• Prone to "nuisance switching to
standby" due to noise on the power line.
Because the ferro is active in both primary and standby modes, power line
loss detection circuitry must be located
on the primary or power line side. In the
linear output design, the AC loss detection should be located in the secondary side of the ferro. The ferro thus
filters out noise sikes, "sub-cycle
dropouts," etc. and unlike the common
ferro design, should eliminate all nuisance switching to standby, and if properly designed, will only switch to
standby on atrue outage.
•Poor efficiency at light loading and
less efficiency at all loading conditions
(which translates into less standby
time). Even though the author alludes to
a"high efficiency ferroresonant transformer," the "workhorse" currently used
in all existing units is considerably less
efficient than alinear transformer and
steadily declines in efficiency with lower
levels of loading.
To my knowledge, there are no "truly
successfur two-battery units of the common ferro design, as it becomes increasingly difficult to achieve an acceptable level of efficiency in standby
mode with the common ferro design
from a24-volt (or two-battery) DC system.
Iam aware of more efficient ferro designs using solid-state switching components (instead of the LC tank circuit)
to drive the core of the ferro into saturation, which would achieve higher efficiency. There designs were introduced
about 15 or 20 years ago but the ruggedness and reliability are reduced and
cost is increased due to the higher level
of sophistication with these techniques.
•Current foldback in short circuit.
The inherent short-circuit protection of
the common ferro design does protect
the power supply itself, but the short-circuit current is approximately 150 percent of the normal rated load current,
i.e., usually enough to blow fuses in
power inserters and amplifier bypass
networks. Both the saturating inverter
(stops oscillating) and the driven inverter (instantaneous shutdown in each
half-cycle) are normally designed to reduce the current to either zero or alow
level (5 amps or less) under short-circuit
conditions.
These two designs, when properly implemented, automatically switch to the
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standby mode and limit the current
when confronted with a short-circuit
condition. This is an obvious advantage
over the common ferro design in most
cases, since fuses will not be blown in
other peripheral devices,
The discussion regarding tap interference is good, useful information
which is currently being investigated on
anumber of fronts. Icannot speak for
other power supply manufacturers, but
Control Technology will be following
this investigation closely and as in the
past, will make any necessary modifications to its product design as the need
dictates,
Charles Turner
President
Control Technology

Alpha's response
The authors respond to Mr. Turner's
letter in the following manner:
Thank you for the opportunity to respond to Mr. Charles Turner's letter
regarding our article that was published
in the June issue of CED.

First, we would like to mention that
we have always held Mr. Turner and his
company Control Technology in high
regard. As he mentioned in his letter,
people of atechnical nature quite often
hold divergent opinions on product design issues. In our opinion, this diversity
is the basis of healthy competition and
drives technology forward. The industry
and ultimately the subscriber benefit
from this ongoing process.
We stand behind our statements in
the article as accurate and factual as
written. The intent of the article was to
provide the reader with several specific
comparisons of performance and reliability for some of the different power
supply designs currently in use in the
cable industry. Several important issues were raised that the cable operator
should be aware of, especially in light of
the rapidly changing reliability requirements for powering of networks
that carry digital data, PCN and other
services,
In response to Mr. Turner's first point
regarding transfer time between AC
and standby modes, an uninterrupted
output during transfer is desirable for
several reasons. The first being an dimination of power dropouts not only to the
amplifiers, but fiber-optic receivers,

laser transmitters and sensitive headend equipment as well. Even a10- to 12millisecond transfer dropout can cause
signal interruption.
Most "split-module" designs wait for
the output of the ferroresonant transformer to drop in voltage significantly
before the transfer relay switches the cable system over to inverter output. As
can be confirmed by anyone with an oscilloscope, the output of this design
drops to low voltage prior to a30- to 40millisecond (or longer) outage before
the inverter output starts.
It is important to consider the aging
effect on the electrolytic capacitors in
the amplifiers, especially in higher operating temperatures. Their hold-up
capacity can decline significantly over
time. In addition, amplifiers located
near the end of the cascade operate continuously at alower input voltage (due
to the voltage drop of the cable) and
have less hold- upcapacity t
o sustain a
brown-out or power interruption. The
article simply states that if the power
supply output is uninterrupted then
signal delivery becomes more reliable.
Both the computer and telephone industries adopted UPS powering over
30 years ago for reliability reasons.
Mr. Turner's second point regarding
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power supply output waveform slew
rates refers to the description in the article of the subscriber tap interference
problem. This is caused by any power
supply square wave that exceeds the
slew rate threshold of each manufacturer's tap. As described, the majority of
the two-module power supply designs
produce amuch "squarer" square wave
in inverter mode than in utility operation. It is in this mode of operation that
these power supplies produce significantly more harmonic energy than when
in AC operation where the cable system is powered by the quasi-square
wave output of the ferroresonant transformer.
The output wave shape of these inverters is defined by the switching speed
of the transistor circuit as well as design
topology, such as linear, saturating or
pulse width modulated driven inversion. Even the common ferro design utilizes a crystal oscillator controlled
"driven" inverter with a very square
waveform.
The point put forth is that due to the
filtering effects of the ferroesonant
transformer, the output waveform is a
low harmonic, quasi-square wave. Regardless of saturating or driven inverter
the linear transformer provides no such
filtering or regulation. "What you put in
is what you get out" in terms of waveshape and voltage.
The comment in the article about
overshoot and ringing is acharacteristic of the leakage inductance and parasitic capacitance of the linear transformer reacting to the switching speed
of the power stage. Again, regardless
of inverter topology this will occur with
high-speed power switching.
Mr. Turner's third point is an apparent misunderstanding of acomment in
the article. We most certainly refer to
the previously mentioned filtering ability of the ferroresonant transformer in
both inverter and AC operation. We disagree with Mr. Turner's statement that
the driven inverter is not subject to generation of overshoot and high frequency
noise.
With the typical fast switching speeds
used to minimize transistor power dissipation, and the previously mentioned
stray inductance and capacitance, most
of these inverter designs create unwanted harmonic energy. The point of
the article is that the ferroresonant
transformer filters this out while most
of the two-module designs pass this on
to the cable system when they operate in
standby.
The PWM regulation technique mentioned by Mr. Turner is a solid-state'

circuit that modulates the "duty cycle"
or conduction period of each half cycle of
the 60 Hz inverter operation. This function increases the conduction time of
each half cycle as the battery discharges
to maintain a60-volt average output. In
our opinion, it is difficult to argue that
this approach, with its required circuitry, offers inherently higher MTBF
than the voltage regulation function of
the two-component ferroresonant transformer. Consisting of a steel lamina-

tion core with two copper coils and a
capacitor, this over-40-year-old design
can achieve MTBF of 100,000 hours.
No additional circuitry is required to
provide line and load regulation and
short circuit current limiting.
Points 4and 5refer to our discussion
of the benefits of synchronization during
transfer to and from inverter operation.
As described, the common ferro design
does not provide changes in output
phase to the cable system during trans-
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fer. Unlike the two-module design,
which inherently creates a phase
change due to the use of arelay to disconnect the cable system from one module to then connect it to another. Because the relay switches from one
output to the other in an unsynchronized manner, there is no continuity in
output phase.
Again, this can be verified by the use
of an oscilloscope to observe the phase
relationship of the output immediately
prior to and after transfer in either direction,
The mention of transients during
transfer again refers to the effect on
the inductance and capacitance present
in the actives and passives in the plant
by rapid changes in output current
phase.
The comment regarding the MTBF of
the common ferro approach simply
refers to the component count comparison with the two-module designs. These
designs use two transformers instead of
one and two enclosures and twice as
many electrical connectors.
Synchronization of inverter transistors is critical in any design and is not
unique to the common ferro approach. If
opposing transistors in any inverter design turn on too slowly, out of sequence,

or against each other, there can be afailure. The common ferro driven inverter
uses solid-state current limiting of each
transistor that shuts it off in afew microseconds if an overcurrent situation
exists. Control Technology uses avery
similar circuit in its products. However,
many of the two-module designs in use
today have no inverter current limiting
and will fail upon application of ashort
circuit during transfer or in inverter
mode.
Regarding Mr. Turner's discussion
of the drawbacks to the ferroresonant
transformer, first point; the common
ferro design intentionally senses the
status of the input line. It is the primary
objective of the UPS to constantly monitor the incoming power quality and
switch to inverter when necessary to
protect the output load. This is the most
effective way to provide an efficient uninterrupted output to sensitive equipment.
By sensing drastic frequency shifts,
voltage swings, brownouts or complete
blackouts on the utility input, the UPS
can quickly switch to inverter operation before these disturbances are
passed on to the output before it is too
late. By sensing at the input and quickly
switching to inverter, the stored energy

NaCorn

in the resonant tank circuit of the ferro
continues to provide output power during the 2- to 4-millisecond transfer sequence resulting in an uninterrupted
output.
As Mr. Turner describes it, the AC detection circuitry on the output senses
the disturbance the same time that the
load sees it which is of course, too late.
The second point refers to operating
efficiency. Both the common ferro and
two-module designs operate 99 percent
or more in AC line operation. Since they
are both ferroresonant transformers in
this mode, the operating efficiency is
roughly equal, assuming asimilar VA
size and design.
In standby, assuming equally rated
units of both designs, the efficiency of
the inverter section is also roughly
equal. They both use switching transisters with fairly equivalent losses, assuming the same output load and battery voltage. The ferroresonant
transformer efficiency is about 8percent
lower than the linear transformer but
we feel that this is asmall price to pay
for the inherent voltage regulation,
noise filtering, harmonic reduction and
current limiting benefits of this design.
Mr. Turner's comment about two-battery (24V) systems is not really afer-
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roresonant transformer issue, but an
efficiency and reliability issue. For example, compare the inverter efficiency of
a60-volt, 15-amp output power supply
(900 VA) operating on athree-battery
system (36V). The losses in the transformer are about 10 percent (90VA).
Assuming operation at 36 volts, 990 VA
is required from the batteries to support
the output load and transformer losses.
990 VA divided by 36 volts is 27.5 amps.
Assuming afairly typical voltage drop
across the inverter transistors of 2volts,
2V times 27.5 amps is 55 watts transistor losses (1.5 amps). The total current required from the batteries is 27.5
+1.5 =29 amps, or atotal of 1045 VA to
provide output power, transistor losses
and transformer losses.
Assume the same conditions again
but with a two-battery (24V) system.
Output power is again 900 VA and
transformer losses are about 90 VA (actually will be alittle more due to higher
currents). 990 VA divided by 24 volts is
41 amps. 41 amps times the 2V transistor losses is 82 watts (3.4A). The total current required from the batteries
is 41 +3.4 =44.4 amps, or atotal of 1072
VA.
As you can see, the battery current is
much higher for the two-battery version, (a higher discharge rate can reduce
effective standby time), the transformer
(linear or ferro) is less efficient due to
copper losses from higher currents, the
inverter transistors have to be rated for
about 35 percent more current and resulting extra power dissipation as well,
and all wires, connectors etc. have to be
rated higher.
In large UPS systems for computer
back-up where high output power is required, higher voltage battery systems
are used to reduce inverter current and
thus increase efficiency. In the electrical
utility grid, the highest voltage possible
is used for power transmission to reduce losses.
The same holds true for acable television power supply, for the traditional
15-amp output standby supply either
common ferro or two-module design, a
three-battery system is more efficient,
provides longer standby time, and due to
lower component stress and power dissipation, can be more reliable.
The final point is current foldback.
Typical ferroresonant current limiting is
about 150 percent of the nameplate rating. In both the common ferro and twomodule designs, this is true in AC line
operation because both are using ferroresonant transformers. In inverter
operation, some of the two-module designs use solid-state current limiting.

Many over the years did not, and even
the saturating self-oscillating designs
could do significant damage to the transistors before they stopped switching.
The common ferro design has two
forms of protection in standby: the foldback current limiting of the ferroresonant transformer, which actually limits
peak currents to 150 percent of normal
in addition to solid-state cycle-by-cycle
current limiting which protects the transistors from extreme over current dam-

age by turning them off quickly when a
problem is detected.
To summarize, we feel our article is
factual in its technical content and provided useful and timely information for
the readership. We thank Mr.Turner
for the time he spent to provide feedback
and an alternate opinion.
Fred Kaiser, President
Tom Osterman, Director of R&D
Alpha Technologies
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Taking fiber to the curb via
optical repeating
L

point-to-multipoint fiber hub optical reink budgets of 18 dB are now pracmultiple fiber applications or to serve as
tical using direct modulation of dispeater system was developed. Instailed
"sub- headends," as well as in fiber-totributed feedback (DFB) lasers to
in cable TV plant in Europe, it has
the-curb.
transmit AM-VSB video and FM modproven to be alogical and cost-effective
ulated audio signals. Optical repeating
architecture for installation of "fiberSystem tradeoffs
of the signals in a hybrid AM suto-where-you-need-it."
pertrunk/star architecMost cable TV systure can feed numertems are now inous optical receivers
stalling non-dispersion
Comparative link performance:
located as far as 30
shifted fiber optimized
Standard laser vs. Hero
miles from the headfor use with 130056
end optical transmitnanometer wavelength
ter, and still deliver
transmitters. Technihigh-quality signals at
cal issues associated
alevel of reliability far
with the use of 155054
exceeding that of typinm lasers on this type
cal coaxial distribution
of fiber are well docusystems. Comparable
mented'. In order to
"home run" optical arminimize the complexchitectures can cost
ity of system design
substantially more to
and reduce cost, the
implement.
1310-nm wavelength
This paper presents
was chosen for the first
the system design padesign, with the flexirameters and techbility to adopt 1550-nm
niques which have proif required.
vided more than 600
MHz of bandwidth over
Directly modulated
an 18 dB optical link
DFBs
budget with better
than 50 dB carrier-toTo eliminate format
noise ratio. No optical
conversion, the simfiber amplifiers or explest method of transternal modulators are
mission is to directly
used in the system.
modulate the DFB
Received optical power (dBm)
laser with AM-VSB RF
Figure 1
Smaller node sizes
carriers. DFB lasers
are chosen for low relBecause of the availability of wideBy distributing the optical network
ative intensity noise (RIN), high linband low noise fiber optic systems, sevand thus sharing the cost of optical comearity and narrow spectral width for
eral cable systems are now using optical
ponents over several subscriber neighuse with non-dispersion shifted fiber.
fiber to serve large density population
borhoods, node sizes approaching 200
DFB lasers also provide sufficient outareas. Typical node sizes are in the
subscribers or less can be achieved. In
put power (7 dBm or better) such that
range of 2,000 or more subscribers per
some cases, no amplifier cgscades are repeRsive optical networks, based on sinoptical receiver. However, smaller node
quired. Reliability and picture quality is
glemode couplers, can be used to feed
sizes are desirable in order to take maximproved, resulting in higher levels of
more than one optical receiver.
imum advantage of the often stated bensystem availability and subscriber satThe optical receiver is based on aPIN
efits of fiber transmission.
isfaction.
photodiode detector with a tranIn order to reach smaller pockets of
Transmission bandwidth is 10 MHz to
simpedance amplifier front end. Autosubscribers, or to serve several geo610 MHz, which is capable of carrying
matic gain control is included to comgraphically dispersed concentrations of
60 or more PAL or NTSC channels. CNR
pensate for system aging or future
subscribers, an optical point-to-multiis automatically optimized in the laser
splices. Two RF outputs of +34 dBmV
transmitter as channels are added or
are provided for local distribution.
deleted, and pilot tone AGC in the reIn the optical transmitter, as disBy Robert E. Chalfant, Paul Young,
ceiver compensates for system aging or
cussed by Young, et aP, the system deMark Tucker, Andreas Nothiger. Lee
other variations in the received optical
signer is forced to trade high carrier-toCummings and Franz Stocker. Ipitek
power. The system can also be used in
noise ratio for low distortion. This occurs
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when the amplitude of the drive signal
is increased to achieve high CNR. However, as the laser is driven harder, the
optical modulation depth eventually
falls below the lasing power threshold,
which results in unacceptable distortion products.
In asystem of this type, the optical
modulation index (OMI) on aper carrier
basis is the primary determinant of
CNR. Further, the composite OMI is
primary in determining distortion. OMI

is defined as the fractional peak light
power deviation from an average level.
For asingle carrier, the OMI is denoted
by "m," where:
m =Ppk -P
where P, is the absolute maximum
instantaneous light power when sinusoidally modulated; and P is the unmodulated average light power of the
laser.

Long distance

The equivalent optical power of one of
the subcarrier multiplexed video carriers, Pvc ,is computed as the root meansquare variation from the average laser
power:
Pvc =(mb12 )P
where P,, is the RF carrier power in
computing CNR. The depth of intensity
modulation is determined by total laser
OMI because of all carriers and the vestigial sideband modulation. Since CNR
is proportional to m 2,it is apparent that
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SALARY SURVEY

The race to keep up
with technology
Engineers cite pace of technological change as number-one
concern in 1992 salary and job satisfaction survey

I

t's happening all over the globe. People are saying they can't keep up
with the rapid pace of technological
change. One look at what's
happened in the computer industry over the past three
years is proof enough. Those
state-of-the-art 386 micros
purchased just a couple
years ago are being replaced by better, faster
486s and 586s—why, the
June 1, 1992 issue of
Business Week featured
an article on Intel that
promised a 786 in the
works. Indeed, it seems
more and more that
what's new today is obsolesced tomorrow.
So it comes as no big
surprise that the pace
of
technological
change is what cable's engineers, managers and technicians are citing as
amajor concern in
CED magazine's
fifth annual salary
and job satisfaction survey. What
is surprising,
though, is that
the mention of
"keeping up" as
a top concern
marks asharp
turn
from
other worries
cited just last
summer. In
fact, for the
past
five
years, the
struggle to
keep up
wasn't
even a top-three
concern.
Yes, where in years past technological
developments took aback seat to training, re-regulation and competition fears,

this year's survey revealed the race to
keep up with change as the overwhelming concern among engineers and
managers.
One engineer from Maine sums up
his very full plate of technological

fiber optics and upcoming advances in
HDTV, PCS, alternate access, video-ondemand, stricter franchising agreements, tougher FCC technical standards, digital compression and safety,
it's going to get over-demanding to be
the system engineer and/or manager."
Another engineer, also from Maine,
puts it a little more
simply.
"There's
too much to
read. It's all
changing too
fast."
"It seems
that the industry sometimes
outgrows itself,"
writes an engineer in Kansas.
"Before we have
time to grasp a
new idea, that
idea is outdated.
Ithink we need to
concentrate on
what the consumer
wants, not what is
newer."
Survey highlights

concerns this
way: "With the advent of
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Some other interesting highlights from
this year's survey include:
•Job security is at
an all-time high. For
the first time ever, all
three respondent categories (engineers, managers and technicians)
feel an above average comfort level when it comes to
job security.
• Customer service
woes bother managers
and engineers, but not
techs. The need for better
customer service ranked high
with the engineers and about
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SALARY SURVEY
average with the managers. Interestingly (and unfortunately), the need for
better service didn't even appear on the
top-10 concerns list of cable's technicians.
•System size impacts salary. Predictably, there is ahigh correspondance
between system size and salary: The
larger the system, the higher the salary,
and visa versa, in most cases.
•Salary heft depends on where
"home" is. Engineers, managers and
techs who live in the Northeast make
the most money. Next are their counterparts who live in the Southeast, followed by those who live in the West.
Those respondents living in the Midwest
receive the lowest overall wages, on average, according to the survey.
•Long CATV tenure is the norm,
and that isn't likely to change. Of
the engineers, managers and technicians surveyed, 83 percent have been in
cable for more than 10 years, and 92
percent say they're likely to stay another three years.
• Most earned more than "cost
of living" raises this year. This year,
the biggest raises went to cable technicians, who brought home an average of
13.1 percent more compensation than
last year. Managers got a10.2 percent

Average salary, 1992

idwest

ire
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Managers--$33,537
Engineers—$34,945
Technicians—$30,040

Overall averages (managers,
engineers and technicians)
•Average number of people
supervised:
8.9
•Percentage receiving fully paid
medi cal benefits: 24.63
•Percentage contributing to medical
insurance: 67.2
•Average monthly contribution: $74.22
•Percentage receiving fully paid medical
benefits: 23.26
•Percentage contributing to dental benefits: 41.83
•Average monthly (dental) contribution: $15.75

i

raise, and engineers averaged 6.5 percent in added salary.
•The recession has taken its toll.
Technicians are particularly disgruntled
with budget cuts, and spend a lot of
time grumbling about areas where they
differ in opinion from the corporate
brass. They wonder how far corporate
will go with their "bottom line" obsession; the cutbacks in equipment spending are apparently affecting day-to-day
performance.

•Hiring is down, but so is firing.
Overall, nearly two-thirds (59 percent)
of the engineers, managers and techs
surveyed said their company didn't add
technical staffers this year. And while
that may be bad news, it's notable that
86 percent said none of their technical
co-workers had been laid off.
The engineer
This year's survey paints aportrait of

+.3 ADSCO
18r
LINE PRODUCTS
LINE HARDWARE FOR CATV
Service You Can Depend On
Quality You Can Rely On.

STAINLESS STEEL • BRONZE • GALVANIZED
Guy Strand • Messengers • Lashing Wire
Lashing Rods • Wire Rope • Wire Rope Assemblies
Static Wire • Formed Grips/Dead-Ends

Terrestrial microwave
radio solutions:

Specializing In:
Stainless Steel
Strand and
Related Hardware
for Corrosive
Environments
100 Jackson at Commerce
Houston,TX 77002

1-800-247-6484
(713) 223-1179

FAX: (713) 223-5529
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Related Pole Line & Wire Rope Hardware

Replace your tired amplifiers with no-hassle, Solid State Power Amps. Drop-in units
available to fit your existing radios. We can
satisfy your requirements for microwave
radio retrofit kits. Please contact:

C
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Unique Systems

le , c;
41
4
/

55 Torbay Road, Unit 13-15
Markham, Ontario L3R 1G7
Phone: (416) 474-0091 Fax: (416) 474-1563
Circle Reader Service No. 24

SALARY SURVEY
the "typical" engineer as a guy (no
women responded in this category)
who's a shade over 39 years old and
works in asystem with 10,000 to 20,000
subscribers.
He makes about $36,950, plus he
takes home about $2,100 in bonus
money. He's been with his local cable
system for more than 10 years, but
picked up a new role within the last
three years. He's been in cable, though,
for more than 15 years.

Survey
methodolog
This year's fifth annual salary and
job satisfaction survey was sent directly to 500 randomly selected CED
readers. The questionnaire was
mailed in May to engineering titles,
categorized as follows:
•Management: Plant manager, system manager, president, VP of engineering.
•Engineering: Chief engineer, system VP of engineering, staff engineer,
district engineer, plant engineer.
•Technical: Installer, technician,
technical manager.
In all, 110 responses were received
for tabulation, which represents a22
percent response rate. Separated by
classification, 38 managers, 43 engineers, and 29 technicians filled out
and returned the questionnaire.
The survey asked cable's engineering community avariety of questions,
including:
•Salary (1992 and 1991, bonuses),
•Age,
•Duration of time in current position, with current employer,
•Length of employment in CATV
•Number of people supervised,
•Staffing,
•Number of subscribers (ranges),
•Job satisfaction levels (ranking,
with "1" as low and "5' as high),
•Training satisfaction levels (ranking, with "1" as low and "5" as high),
•Benefits,
•Training programs,
•Vacation,
•Intentions to stay in cable TV,
and
•Concerns.
By Leslie Ellis

He supervises about 10 employees
and gets 18 days of paid vacation per
year. He pays about $80 each month
for medical insurance. (Notably, engineers pay more each month than their
management and technician co-workers, who pay $55 and $70, respectively.
This fact makes us wonder if perhaps
engineers have more kids. They pay
less in dental insurance each month,
though, which makes us wonder if those
kids have teeth.)

Although a little less than half (48
percent) of the engineers surveyed say
they're satisfied with their wages, they
don't think highly of their company's
advancement opportunities. Only nine
percent said they thought opportunities for career advancements were high;
41 percent gave career advancement a
low ranking.
Those low marks seem to echo acommon grumble among the engineers surveyed: Corporate buyouts. A Pennsyl-
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SALARY SURVEY
Engineering concerns

outheast

Average salary, 1992
Managers--$46,500
Engineers—$38,100
Technicians—$32,142

Overall averages (managers,
engineers andtechnicians)
•Average number of people supervised: 10.53
•Percentage receiving fully paid medical
benefits: 20.36
•Percentage contributing to medical
insurance: 70.1
•Average monthly contribution: $50.6
•Percentage receiving fully paid dental
benefits: 31.2
•Percentage contributing to dental
insurance: 38.9
•Average monthly (dental) contribution: $15.16
vania engineer puts it this way: "It appears as though the industry is leaning
toward afew MSOs owning all the cable
companies in the future. When that
happens, many good people will be (and
are) out of work because of corporate
staffing and the ability to run with fewer
people at the system level."
Another, even more disgruntled engineer from Tennessee, who admits he'll
probably bag CATV within the next
three years, says he's looking for a"more
stable" industry. "In 11 years, Ihave
been in asystem that has been bought
and sold to other operators four times.
Cable companies are bought and sold
like stocks and bonds."
Still, though, engineers are high on
job security. In the survey, aresounding
86 percent said they felt reasonably to
very sure their job was secure; perhaps
that points to arecognition of their value
in the face of upcoming technological
change.

Keeping
up
with change. Indeed, it's those technology changes on
the horizon that are
keeping more than
a third (37.5 percent) of cable's engineers up at night.
(The remaining 62.5
percent had concerns smattered
over 15 separate issues, the top 10 of
which are summarized and ranked on
pg. 60). And true to
their stereotype, today's engineers are
not only worried
about
what
is
changing, but how
to make it work.
Their pleas for
training are loud
and numerous:
"The cable job
force has a limited
amount of training,"
writes an engineer
in Kansas. "Even
the SCTE doesn't
provide training,
only certification.
With the fast advances in technology, we can't meet
the services required for the fu-

ture."
Another engineer writes: "It's difficult enough finding the time required
just to do my job and maintain my systems in top shape. My concern is being
able to keep up with the changes that
are constantly happening in cable TV."
Training. When asked to rank technical training, engineers are, for the
most part, happy. More than 50 percent of the engineers said they were
reasonably to very pleased with the
training they're received in basic technical topics, safety, management of others, business management and overall
training.
Reregulation, competition, and
service. Of course, as in years past,
engineers were quick to point out reregulation and potential telco, DBS and
MMDS competition as line items on
their worry lists—but those concerns
were generally voiced as one-liners.
Rather, what they did take time to write
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about was cable's need for better customer service. It seems today's engineer is painfully aware of cable's image problems, and he's willing to pitch
in to repaint the picture.
A Maryland engineer writes: "We
have been caught with our pants down
on a number of issues, namely signal
leakage, by not cleaning up our act. Instead of positioning ourselves to keep
competition from becoming an issue,
we raise rates, provide average service
and try to cover it with afacade such as
'Cable Cares.' We should be the consumers' choice for video and audio services, but we do nothing to enhance our
ability to provide those services, based
on our need to exceed cash flow—when
our margins are already beyond the
hopes and dreams of other businesses."
Similarly, aTexas engineer says he
has significant worries about consumer
interface issues. "Consumer electronics
are too complicated, and cable equipment is not compatible or friendly to
use," he writes.
And in Michigan, one engineer says,
"There is a perception out there that
cable companies are classic robber
barons squeezing their customers dry.
This puts lawmakers in a position to
bash cable, to the glee of municipalities and phone companies."
To remedy that and to get his digs in
on corporate management philosophies,
the same engineer says cable as an industry needs to spend more time on
long-term planning. "Lack of vision is an
issue with me," he continues. "The industry must have business plans covering 30 years—not 30 days. We need to
put pricing and technology decisions in
along-term perspective."
In keeping with the managementbashing, an engineer from Maryland
says he's worried about corporate's concern for sales over technical issues.
"Technical requirements continue to be
put by the wayside," he writes. "It seems
everyone is sell, sell, sell, and they hire
more salespeople to do it. Whereas, if
they were to maintain, maintain, maintain, they'd have to sell, sell, sell less and
we wouldn't need all the salesmen.
When are people going to start looking
at the real picture?"
Managers
This year's typical manager—who
represents cable's plant and system
managers, presidents and VPs of engineering—is a little younger than his
engineering counterpart, at 37.5 years
old. He (no women responded in this
category, either) brings home about
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For the ultimate in fiber optics,
the world is turning to Philips.

The MagnaHub
Optical Mainstation

Outstanding performance,
low cost, and easy installation.
That's value in any language.

Simply replace the cover of our
Spectrum 2000 RF mainstation with the
Magnahub optical
ClUr1411.j.
mainstation cover and you've
upgraded to fiber optics. It's
powered by your existing system, r
has aconvenient splice tray,
and has external ports for
forward sweep transmitter
injection and local injection
of additional downstream
The MagnaHub '
Optical Mainstation
signals for LAN performance

At Philips Broadband Networks we've designed auniversal
system of fiber optic components. Our optical links are
available with coaxial redundancy, fiber root diversity 5to
200 MHz AM return, Safety Shutdown:" and Node Abe an
economical node monitor in both 550 and 860 MHz downstream bandwidths. You get the most out of the technology
without putting alot of money and effort into your system.

The MagnaHub Optical Receiver

The Diamond Cutter
Externally Modulated Transmitter

•

This low cost, compact receiver is
field-proven and easy to install.
From asingle fiber it converts up to
80 channels to high quality RF output.

With its powerful YAG lasers, The Diamond Cutter
gives you up to 40mW of optical output
and over 20 miles of reach. External
modulation allows you to send up to
80 channels over asingle fiber.

To see the world of performance
and value Philips can bring to
your system, turn to your nearest
Philips Broadband Networks
representative.

MOBIL

he MagnaHub •
Optical Receiver

Philips Broadband Networks, Inc.
(Formerly Magnavox CAN Systems)
100 Fairgrounds Drive, Manlius, NY 13104
Coll 1-800-448-5171 (In New York State 1-800-522-7464)
(315) 682-9105 FAX: (315) 682-9006

The Diamond Cutter"
Externally Modulated Transmitter

Philips Broadband Networks, Inc.

PHILIPS

PHILIPS
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Stop spinning your wheels!

Now you can put the brakes to your accelerating operational costs while stepping up subscriber revenues with MultiMask - -- the new
addressable on/off premise interdiction system from Philips Broadband Networks, Inc. MultiNlask allows for better picture quality, enables
flexibility in tiering, is user friendly, and brings a new level of security to your entire system by selectively masking up to 72 channels (from
48 to 600 MHz). The opportunity to steal signals or tamper with hardware is virtually eliminated.
Capable of servicing up to four homes from asingle unit, MultiMask can be mounted on astrand, apedestal, or the side of a house. With
MultiMask service level changes, disconnects and other subscriber controls are handled from the customer service terminal. Plus, all four
ports are operational from the first day of installation. There are no subscriber modules to install later.

Normal installation techniques

are all that's needed when new connects or drops are required.
Your subscribers will like MultiMask too, because its user friendliness makes pay-per-view programming
available to everyone on-line. When subscribers have cable compatible TV, as most do, MultiMask does away
with the need for in-home, set-top converters and descramblers by functioning invisibly
in the background. Plus, it allows customers to use their
video equipment as it was originally intended -including the latest picture-in-picture models.
So say good-bye to the constant truck rolls for
"spin", "churn" and in-the-home trouble calls.

Turn

to your Philips Broadband Networks representative
for details on how MultiMask can belt) you put
your system into overdrive.

For more information contact:
Philips Broadband Networks, Inc.
(formerly Magnavox CATV Systems)
100 Fairgrounds Drive, Manlius, NY 13104
Ph: (3 15) 682-9105, Fax: (315) 682-9006

Connects, disconnects, spin and
pay-per-view are all handled in seconds
at the customer service terminal.

(8001448-5171; in NY State (800) 522-7464

Philips Broadband Networks, Inc.

PHILIPS
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SALARY SURVEY
$42,300 ayear in salary, which marks a
10.2 percent raise over last year's wages
of $38,394. Plus, he'll get close to $3,000
in spiff money this year. This "average"
manager supervises about 12 people in
a system with 10,000 to 20,000 subscribers.
Apparently, he's aman on the move.
Although the average manager has been
in the cable business for more than 15
years, responses on tenure were evenly
split. Managers, when asked how long
they've worked in their current systems,
split between one-to-four years, six-to-10
years and over-15 years. They were split
again when it came to the time spent in
their current role—half said one-tothree years, half said four-to-six years.
He pays just a bit more than $55 a
month for medical insurance, and $21 a
month for dental. Each year, he gets
two weeks (14 days) of paid time off.
Management concerns
Keeping up with change. Like the
engineers, managers this year are worried about emerging technologies first
and foremost. One engineer of asmall
system (1,000 to 5,000 subscribers) in
Kentucky writes: "Being asmall, inde-

standards with larger systems."
Another manager in Oregon likens
his fears of technology to an old-fashioned buggy ride. "Things are going too
fast, with too little training, technical
staff and time to think and plan," he
writes. "We so often get caught up at being the best at everything—quality, capability or customer service—that we
forget to hook up the horses before we
attempt to take abuggy ride.
"Production (connects and discon-

nects), sales and customer fire extinguishing require so much of our time
that we don't give our people the information (or the time to get to use it) and
expect them to know the questions to
ask," he continues. "We have done this
for so long that if anyone doesn't understand the first time around, they're
out of luck. The end result is mistakes
and customer problems."
Re-regulation. Running aclose second to technological change is concern

DISCOVERY SETS COURSE
FOR NEW FRONTIERS.
STAR DATE: JULY 1992 •DESTINATION: GALAXY V

For the first time ever,
all three respondent
categories (engineers,
managers and

The Discovery Channel is moving from Galaxy Ito Galaxy V,

technicians) feel an

transponder 12, the newest cable-dedicated satellite
in space.

above average comfort
level when it comes to
job security.
pendent system in a rural area, Iam
concerned that with all the new technical advancements to systems—multiPPV, multiplexing, two-way—we cannot
economically justify such technical capabilities. I'm afraid we will be perceived by our subscribers as not up to

We're making this move to better meet the needs of all our
affiliates, and to continue providing Discovery's audience
with the very best service.
Now, to make this satellite transition as easy as possible
for you, our signal is being
transmitted on both satellites
during this period. Any questions?
Please contact us at (301) 986-0914.

DíSouery
CHANNEL

0 1992 The Discovery Channel

Circle Reader Service No. 26
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about
regulation.
Again, though, like
the engineers, managers are non-specific
when it comes to
clearly defining how
Syst.mi size
regulation will adl)V11 of sub›
versely affect them.
Perhaps it's because
they just don't know.
80,000+
Still,
a Mas40,000-79,999
sachusetts engineer
writes that rate regu20,000-39,999
lation would put
10,000-19,999
"huge constraints" on
5,000-9,999
the ability of his system to spend money
1,000-4,999
on technical projects.
One of those projects,
he says, is fiber deployment-and if rate
regulation is imposed,
80,000+
those future fiber pro40,000-79,999
jects could be put in
jeopardy.
20,000-39,999
Competition ranked
10,000-19,999
third on managers'
5,000-9,999
worry lists this year1,000-4,999
but not without some
tongue-in-cheek cable
bravado. "The phone
companies are areal
threat," writes an Indiana manager. "But
80,0004when the consumers
40,000-79,999
realize what they will
20,000-39,999
be charged by telcos
for a transfer, or to
10,000-19,999
get hooked up to a
5,000-9,999
convertor box, or get a
1,000-4,999
service call for something like putting the
TV back on the correct channel, those
people won't pay what the phone companies charge to do these same basic
things today.
"I paid $84 for atransfer four years
ago, and my grandmother got charged
$54 amonth ago when atelephone technician had to run to her house to plug in
atelephone," he criticizes.
A Maine-based manager says that
competition would be good, but "only
on an even playing field. If the phone
company is allowed into our business
and we can't effectively get into theirs
because of barriers of entry-be it capital or otherwise-it would put this industry at aserious disadvantage. Ibelieve the customer would bear the brunt
of that decision."
Customer service. Customer problems again are acommon thread weaving today's engineering managers together. A manager from Tennessee
sums it up by blaming corporate man-

agement: "MSOs are
lacking vision in regard to customer
awareness," he writes.
In Oklahoma, a
manager says his concerns revolve around
Average Salary
one thing: Rate increases. "We pass (rate
increases) off onto our
Avg: $53,580
customers with nothAvg: $45,433
ing to show for it. Cable's reputation isn't
Avg: $34,750
great as it is, and this
Avg: $35,292
alone should be looked
Avg: $29,5:33
upon more seriously."
Another manager
N/A
from
Tennessee
blames the whole customer service problem
on MSO selfishness. "I
have been pleased
Ave: N/A
with my career so far,"
Avg: $51,880
he writes, "however, I
see what seems to be
Avg: $43,094
greed on the part of
Avg: $38,500
some MS0s. Iwould
Avg: $38,533
like to see the industry
Avg: $33,600
return to customer
awareness as was the
climate 10 years ago."
Yet another manager from Maine says
the whole industry is
Avg: N/A
missing the point on
Avg: N/A
customer awareness.
Avg: $29,750
"Cable at large is lacking acoherent, indusAvg: $29,500
trywide coordinated
Avg: $30,565
plan to react to probAvg: $29,900
lems like the consumer interface," he •
writes. "It really concerns me that some
operators don't care about the industry, its image or its future."
Job satisfaction. Despite the written
complaints, managers are real optimistic
when it comes to compensation, job advancement and job security. A whopping 86 percent are reasonably to very
satisfied with both compensation and job
security, and 75 percent say their
chances for advancement are good or
better_
However, a manager from Massachusetts voices this concern regarding
job advancement: "I am concerned that
eventually we may end up putting ourselves out of work. Iam currently in
the process of eliminating my second
headend with a fiber link, while also
linking a 'sister' headend, which will
leave them with no headend.
"Am Igoing to have to compete with
my counterpart for ajob in the near future? Iam told no, but my business

System size versus 1992 salary
Engineers
High Salary

Low Salary

High: $63,900

Low: $42,000

High: $55,000

Low: $32,400

High: $46,000

Low: $25,000

High: $44,000

Low: $25,000

High: $29,533

Low: $25,200

N/A

N/A

Managers
High: N/A

Low: N/A

High: $70,000

Low: $36,400

High: $51,000

Low: $29,800

High: $88,000

Low: $28,000

High: $42,000

Low: $33,000

High: $41,000

Low: $27,500

Technicians
High: N/A

Low: N/A

High: N/A

Low: N/A

High: $39,000

Low: $19,800

High: $34.000

Low: $22.800

High: $37,000

Low: $26.000

High: $35,000

Low: $21.600

Engineers, managers
and technicians who
live in the Northeast
make the most
money compared to
other geographic
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SALARY SURVEY
sense tells me differest
ently," he writes.
"Don't
get
me
wrong—I'm
very
happy with my job. I
just want growth, and
opportunities are limited now, so I feel
stuck!"
Other than that,
though, it seems today's managers are
downright pleased
with just about everything, according to
a series of ratings
scales. In addition to
the high marks given
to job satisfaction issues, managers are
largely pleased with
the training they've
received: 81 percent say they were reasonably to very pleased with basic technical training, and 78 percent gave the
same rating to safety training.
Another 75 percent are pleased with
personnel management training, and
76 percent say their overall training experiences have been good or better. Indeed, the only weak training area appears to be in business management
training, where 71 percent say their
training was weak to satisfactory.

Average salary, 1992
Managers--$38,909
Engineers—N/A
Technicians—$30,250

Overall averages (managers,
engineers and technicians)
•Average number of people supervised: 6.6
•Percentage receiving fully paid medical
benefits: 30.3
•Percentage contributing to medical insurance: 69.7
•Average monthly contribution: $72.75
•Percentage receiving fully paid dental benefits: 22
•Percentage contributing to dental insurance: 52.25
•Average monthly (dental) contribution: $18.00
10 or more years, and has been working
for the same employer in the same role
for four to six years.
He supervises an average of 8.5 people in amedium-sized system of 10,000
to 20,000 subscribers. Each month, he
pays about $70 for medical insurance
and another $20 for dental. He gets two
weeks (14 days) of paid vacation each
year.

Interestingly, the one female survey
respondent falls into the ranks of the
technicians. She's in her mid-30s and
works in the western region. Apparently, she changed jobs this year, because she now supervises adozen workers and received a whopping $11,000
raise since last year. From the looks of
her survey, she's pretty upbeat—she
gave high or satisfactory marks to the

Perfect Compatibility*

Today's technicians
The 1992 "average" technician is
about the same age as his management
cohort, at 37.5 years. He makes about

"Cable at large is
lacking acoherent,
industrywide
coordinated plan to
react to problems like
the consumer
interface."

*Use the RMS 1090M Directional Coupler
in every digital audio hook-up.
You'll make "all the right connections."
Simply put... RMS manufactures the best
directional couplers.
1090M Features:
•Minimum 120db RFI shielding
Silver coated zinc, die cast outer casing
e

•Isolation as high as 41db •Insertion loss as low as 0.4db
•Silver plated, machined brass Fconnector ports •Compact size

$31,100 a year, not including about
$1,400 in bonus money. The 1992 salary
alone represents a13.1 percent increase
from last year's salary, which rang in at
about $27,400. He's been in cable for

Call Today! 1-800-223-8312

RAU

(same day shipping)

ELECTRONICS, INC.
50

years of experience

41-51 Hartz Way, Secaucus, NJ 07094
Phone (201) 601-9191
FAX (201) 601-0011
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i silicallimillerault ieenatn

1. Keeping up with technological
change

Technicians

Engineering

Management

1. Keeping up with technological

1. Gripes with corporate management/budget cuts (tie)

change

2. Reregulation

2. Reregulation

2. Better/more training needed

3. Competition (DBS, telco)

3. Competition (DBS, telco)

3. Signal leakage

4. Better/more training needed

4. Better customer service needed

4. Compensation

5. Job security/compensation

5. Reregulation

5. Keeping up with technological

6. Better customer service

6. Job/system stability (too many

needed/staffing concerns(tie )
7. Gripes with corporate management

change
6. Better/more training needed

takeovers)
7. Compensation

7. Safety practices

8. Bad overall cable industry image

8. More long-term planning needed

8. Staffing

9. Not enough time to do job

9. Morale/stress

9. Competition

10. Technical standards/franchise

10. New FCC technical standards

10. New FCC technical standards

ilk

renewals (tie)
training she's received in all categories,
and says she plans to stay in cable for a
while. Her biggest concern, she writes,
is re-regulation, because "it could create
hardships within the industry."

e

two-thirds-67 percent—said they were
dissatisfied to moderately satisfied with
their wages.
An example of many complaints
about wages comes from this Indiana
tech, who perhaps had afew too many

Technician concerns
Beefs with corporate management. It seems the 1992 technician just
doesn't see eye-to-eye with his corporate leaders. Gripes like this one from a
technician in Oregon are common: "The
company doesn't understand the total
complexity of the system level operations," he writes. "Too much of the time,
reports and logs are required that there
isn't enough time to compile."
Another Oregon tech says he feels let
down by understaffing. "There aren't
enough people to complete the work corporate wants done—CM, proof of performance and testing," he writes.
And in Georgia, aconcerned technician writes: "There's no commitment
from corporate management to solve
signal leakage problems. It's like there's
no time or money to spend on leakage.
I'm told my system had better not be
fined by the FCC, and if it is Iwill be
fired—but when Iask for manpower or
arebuild to solve leakage problems, my
requests fall on deaf ears."
Compensation and benefits. As in
years past, technicians still spend afair
amount of time grousing about the
thickness of their wallets, despite the
fact that this group received the highest
overall percentage raise this year. In
this year's ranking of compensation,

"Wé so often get
caught up at being the
best at
everything...that we
forget to hook up the
horses before we
attempt to take a
buggy ride,"
late-night pole climbing sessions for his
taste when he wrote this: "I get paid
too little money for the amount of stress
involved. Managers expect you to eat,
live and breathe CATV and do not want
to compensate you for it."
We had to take asecond look when we
read this response from atechnician in
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Arkansas—apparently, he has adifferent idea when it comes to telco intervention. Instead of seeing the potential
competition as a threat, he writes: "I
feel it (telco entry) will help my benefits."
Re-regulation. Although the uncertainty of what "re-regulation" will mean
led to many techs just mentioning the
word as aone-liner, atechnician from
Kentucky had this comment: "Regulation could stifle technical advancements
and drive rates up to the point that
many customers couldn't afford our
product."
Budgets and the future. One common concern among the technicians was
the effect of budget cuts on their day-today business. Writes this Arizona hand:
"At this point, I'm concerned that our
system will not have sufficient budget to
meet the new technical standards."
Following that line of thinking is a
New Jersey-based tech, who says: "I'm
hoping the company will be able to invest in new and cost effective equipment. I'm also hoping that the company
will be able to stay cost effective and
make money. That way, Ican keep my
job and continue to grow technically
and professionally."
Career advancement and job security. Like the engineers and managers, technicians have few qualms
about job security. In fact, 85 percent of
the technicians surveyed said they feel
reasonably to very comfortable about
their job's immunity.
The flip side of the security coin, career advancement, also got high scores
from the technicians-78 percent gave

SALARY SURVEY
the category asatis- loo
factory to high rating. This marks a
radical change from 90
what technicians
said five years ago.
Back then, techni- 80
cians rated their
chances for advancement and growth
70
within their companies as below average.
60
Training. Interestingly, none of the
technicians surveyed
gave the highest rat- 50
ing (a "5") to their
overall training experience. The major- 40
ity said their training
was
about
average, and aguar- 30
ter (25 percent) said
the overall training
they've received over 20
the years is less than
satisfactory.
Specifically, techs 10
say the basic technical training they've
received is average
o
to slightly above average. Only one respondent gave glowing remarks to technical training; 78
percent said technical training was average or slightly above average. A little
under afifth, or 17 percent, are dissatisfied with the technical training they've
received. Safety training also got satisfactory to above average ratings from
the technicians, at 75 percent.
But technicians aren't particularly
happy with the management training
they've received. Keeping in mind that
the "average" technician supervises
about eight people, ashade under half of
the techs surveyed (42 percent)
said the personnel management training
they've received is below average. Almost
a third (28 percent)
ranked that training
as about average,
and the remaining
third gave above average ratings to the
training.
Business management received
resoundingly bad marks from the
techs. More than half, at 57 percent, said their business management training experiences have been
less than satisfactory. A third rated
the training "satisfactory," and the
remaining 14 percent said the busi-

op

Those grumbles
have slacked off to
some degree in re90 cent years, perhaps
indicating the maturation of the indus80 try. After all, the engineering crowd has
consistently been
paid more money
70
over the past five
years—and while
those increases may
60 not yet be financial
nirvana, apparently
it's enough to whet
50 appetites to stay in
cable.
Competition and
40 regulation continue
to appear as a nagging, ever-present
30 worry to the cable engineering folks, and
usually appear in the
20 top three industry
concerns lists. Last
year, though, train10 ing topped the list, as
the
engineering
staffers presumably
wanted more and
O
better training to inness management training they've gotcrease their chances for improvement.
ten is above average. None of the techAnd now, this year, it's that race to
nicians surveyed, though, gave busikeep up with change—the first time it's
ness management training the highest
been the top concern. It's interesting to
ranking ("5").
note that just five years ago, engineers
did say they were concerned with keepThe worm turns
ing up with emerging technologies, but
Undoubtedly, the cable engineering
identified those technologies as animals
community has made some interesting
such as "fiber optics." (My, how times
shifts and turns over the past five years.
change.)
In the early years of this survey, for exObviously, issues such as fiber optic
ample, engineers and technicians cited
deployment are well under control these
low wages and lack of training as their
days, which illustrates one more time
biggest complaint.
the lithesome nature of cable television.
With technologies
like digital compression, alternate access
and PCS—just to
name a few—seemManagers Engineers Technicians
ingly right around
the bend, it will be inTie between
1992
Keeping up
Keeping up
teresting to see just
budget restrictions,
with change
with change
how limber cable's
gripes with
engineering culture
corporate
can be.
management
Maybe in another
Reregulation
five years, we'll be
1991
Reregulation
Training
chuckling at the curReregulation
Reregulation
1990
Reregulation
rent uncertainties
about these techCompensation
Training
1989
Competition
nologies. We'll just
have to wait and
Compensatione
1988
Training
Competition
see . . CED
_.
By Leslie Ellis

Number one rated concern, 1988 -1992
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COMPOSITE TRIPLE BEAT
ternal to the test
bed is a32-channel
REF
O
dBri
headend made up of
10
dB/
Jerrold Commander
6TM agile modulators. On the Commander 6 modulators, the frequencies
have been all offset
by +12.5 kHz from
the nominal carrier
frequencies. There
are a few wide-tolerance carrier frequencies, and if
they are discarded,
the standard deviation of the remainMg frequency errors
is found to be 192
Hz. This low standard deviation repENTER 205
2625 MHr
resents very tight
RES BW 33
frequency control.
Figure 2is abar
graph of the deviation from nominal
frequencies of 32
channels in the Matrix (formerly Dix
Hills) signal generator located at the
CableLabs facility in
Boulder, Colo. The
frequency alignment of the individual channels in the
Matrix generator
was more conventional, and the
standard deviation
of the frequency error was found to be
1260 Hz, after the
few wide-tolerance
carrier frequencies
were discarded. The
carrier frequencies
are all nominal on
the Matrix generator.
The CTB for the
test bed is generated
by acascade of five Jerrold trunk amps.
The CTB in Boulder is generated by a
cascade of eight Magnavox trunk amps,
abridger and two line extenders.
If only the interfering composite triple
beats generated by each set of carriers
is presented in the time domain, the result is shown in Figure 3and Figure 4
for the Jerrold headend and Matrix signal generator, respectively. The CTB
data was captured on channel 12. Only
continuous wave (CW) carriers were
used to generate both CTB vs. time di-

.1,17EN
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VBW 30 Ic-12
CTS ei the time dontaii-Jeno!d headend
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75
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Figare 3

ations.
Visually, CTB
looks like moving
dark horizontal
streaking
lines
when interfering
with an NTSC
transmission. The
lower frequency
CTB of a very accurately aligned
headend produce
thicker (vertically)
dark lines, and this
impairment appeared somewhat
more objectionable
than the finer dark
lines generated by
aheadend with less
accurate frequency
alignment. However, this observation was not quantified
by
any
rigorous subjective
analysis.
A model of CTB
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n

agrams.
Readers may not have seen this type
of plot before, because the NCTA Recommended Practices method calls for a
frequency domain sweep, with 10 Hz
video filtering and a resolution bandwidth of 30 kHz. Both Figure 3and Figure 4use zero span and a75-millisecond
sweep time, 30 kHz resolution bandwith, 30 kHz video bandwidth, and 10
dB per division vertical scale. The note
that the Matrix generator originated
CTB produces faster amplitude fluctu-
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gram.

In an effort to
understand the nature of the CTB
distortion, a computer program was
written to model
the beats with vectors. This program
generated a number of beat-simulating phasors with
constant Gaussian
distributed amplitudes and constant
Gaussian
distributed rotational
frequencies, combined them to a
vector sum, and
then plotted the
sum in both the
time domain and
as a vector dia-

Box-Muller algorithm
The Box-Muller algorithm, amethod
to make Gaussian distibutions from uniform ones, was used to generate the distribution. The number of carriers was
variable, but above about 20 carriers,
the visual appearance of the time domain plot is about the same (note that
with real CTB, using a headend with
many channels, the number of beats

Announcing
A Revolutionary
trategic Partnership
In CAW
WAVETRACKER B

CLM 1000 BY
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CLT
Call your local
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WAVETEK representative for more details.

1209 Executive Drive East •Richardson, TX 75081
(214) 907-8100 •1-800-783-8878 •Fax: (214) 669-8659

-- 1r -
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could be in the thousands). A Gaussian
distribution was chosen for the magnitude and the phase rotational velocity as
afirst-order approximation. The standard deviation of the angular velocity of
the phasors was chosen to be the same
as the measured data (192 and 1260
Hz respectively)
Equations (5) and (6), respectively,
give the real and imaginary components
of the sums of all of the component
beats.
(5)
Ei(t) = A(n)•cos(o)(n)t)

E

(6)

comparable.
Observe that when the trace on the
phasor diagram passes close to or
through the origin, the magnitude plot
drops to avery low value. If the vector
diagram of Figure 6A is compared to
Figure 7A, it can be observed that 7A
has alot more ink. The reason is that
the higher frequency component of the
CTB allows the vector to move around
the chart many more times in the 75millisecond simulation time period.
Note that aheadend built with many
channels on nominal frequency and
many others offset by +12.5 kHz, with
the channels all very tightly aligned,
would have spectral energy of CTB clustered around at least two frequencies.
Some of the energy would be around the
nominal channel frequency, and some
around the offset channel frequency.

Vector diagram with 5 vectors

Eq(t) =±
n A(n) •
sin(6)(n) •
t)

where A(n) is the amplitude of each
respective beat, and (en) is the frequency of the beat, and m is the total
number of participating beats.
The magnitude plots are given by:
(7)

What's the use?

Mag(t) =.‘/Ei(t) 2 +Eq(t) 2
Computer model of CTB vector
diagram of Jerrold headend

A simplified graphical vector representation of equations (5X7) is shown in
Figure 5. For illustration purposes, only
five vectors are plotted, each with arandomly chosen fixed amplitude, and a
randomly chosen fixed angular rotation. What is interesting about these
vector diagrams is the trajectory that
point Ptakes as afunction of time. The
trajectory, or path, appears to meander aimlessly in vector space, like scribbling on paper. However, the vector
path is not random; it is deterministic
and the vector sum of the many individual beat components.
Comparing the
model to
measured data
Figure 6and Figure 7 are the computer models that
mimic the tightly
aligned
Jerrold
headend. Figure 6A
is avector diagram
produced by 20 phasors with randomly
chosen but fixed
amplitudes
and
phases, and astandard deviation of
192 Hz. The trajectory taken by the
vector sum shows
the characteristic

scribble path. Figure 6B is the corresponding magnitude vs. time diagram.
Figures 7A and 7B are computer models that model the more conventionally
aligned Matrix generator. Figure 7A is
aphasor diagram, and Figure 7B is a
magnitude vs. time plot, but the standard deviation is 1260 Hz. If Figure 3
(measured) is compared to Figure 6B
(computer model) and Figure 4 (measured) is compared to Figure 7B (computer model), the results are seen to be

•

Although it is fascinating to watch
the phasor diagram plot out its trajectory on the computer display or vectorscope, one might ask of what use is
this analysis technique.
The first thing that comes to mind is
the ability to take alook at the system's
C'I'B and know approximately the channel alignment standard deviation, a
statistic about how well the headend is
aligned.
The second observation is that this
low frequency CTB has anoticeably different visual appearance when interfering with an NTSC transmission, and
this look may become more common as
the frequency accuracy of headends is
improved.
Effects on digital
transmissions

STD. DEV.=192 Hz
10 dB. /Div.
7.5 ms./Div.

11111111111111
1111111"
MI1
Computer model of CTB in the time domain-Jerrold headend
Figure 6b
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It is important to
note that the CTB
impairment being
discussed here is
generated by CW or
NTSC carriers with
a CW component.
This discussion does
not apply to CTB
generated by numerous digital carriers. The digital
carriers are expected to be noiselike and not to have
a strong CW component in their
spectrum.
The distribution
of the CTB energy

COMPOSITE TRIPLE BEAT

fj
j

the in-phase distribution from the computer model using 80 random carriers.
A visual examination of the spreads
shows the peak was somewhat narrower
for the measured data, possibly indicating that alot more than just 80 beats
were participating in the vector sum of
the measured CTB. A rigorous analysis
was not done on this distribution.
On digital transmissions, one effect
that might be expected of an NTSC-induced ers impairment is that, because

,

of the nature of its amplitude distribution, the sharp failure thresholds associated with Gaussian noise probably
will not apply with CTB. Also, the low
frequency content of the CTB energy
may give the digital error correcting
codes some problems due to the large
number of adjacent symbols that will be
affected when a CTB induced error
event occurs.
Unlike Gaussian noise, the magnitude of the maximum value of the CTB

Ct2e:
- ----Computer model of CTS vector
diagram of Matrix generator

should be first examined to predict the
effect on adigital transmission. Figure
8contains an actual measured amplitude distribution, as well as acomputed
distribution. The measured data were

HP lowers your CATV maintenance
costs automatically.

A view of CTB in the
time domain and a
phasor analysis
should help predict
the effects of CTB.
taken on only the in-phase component of
the CTB. The CTB was generated using
the Jerrold headend and distribution
gear in Alexandria.. These data were
sampled using aHP8981A vector modulation analyzer under computer control. For comparison, the dotted line is

HP's CATV System Monitor watches your system
when you're not there.
Save system monitoring time. Use the HP 85716A CATV
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So start lowering costs now. Call 1-800-452-4844t, and
ask for Ext. 2994. We'll send you adata sheet that explains
how the HP 85716A CATV System Monitor cuts your system
maintenance costs even when you're not there.

There is abetter way.
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COMPOSITE TRIPLE BEAT
of course, depends
distortion
is
on the statistics of
bounded. It can
the CTB phasors,
never get any
STD. DEV.=1260 Hz
the type of digital
greater than when
10 dB. /Div.
transmission, and
all of the vectors are
7.5 ms./Div.
the level the digital
aligned, although
carrier is being carone might expect
ried on the cable
that the peak to avsystem, etc.
erage levels or peak
Composite secto rms levels will
ond order distortion
vary with the num(CSO) can likewise
ber of beats, and
be analyzed by this
that the very near
technique, however
peak values may occur infrequently in
the number of beats
making up the vectime.
Another observator sum will be
much smaller.
tion is that the CTB
phasor has a peak
Summary
which is higher
than the number
Presented here is
measured by the
Computer model of CTB in the time domain-Matrix generator
a different way to
video-averaged
look at an old disNCTA
RecomFigure 7b
tortion. A view of
mended Practices
Boulder, the rms power in the beat was
CTB in the time domain and aphasor
method, and that this high instantaonly 4dB greater than the NCTA Recanalysis should be useful in predicting
neous interference level could cause erommended Practices measurement, but
the effects of the CTB impairments on
rors with digital signals, at least more
than would be expected by examining
note that the peak power (over a60-secdigital carriers. Additionally, it will
the conventional CTB specifications for
ond measurement period) was 24 dB
help explain any changes in appearasystem.
above the NCTA Recommended Pracance of this distortion in an NTSC entices measurement! The interference,
For example, on the CTB generated in
vironment. CED
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TELCO VIDEO

DSL technolo ies:
new hope for te lcos?
L

ately, there has been considerable
excitement in the telephone arena
concerning enhancements to the
telco's digital subscriber line (DSL) technology. These enhancements offer methods of achieving high bit rates over existing copper plant. Known as
asymmetrical digital subscriber line
(ADSL) and very high ADSL (VHDSL),
the technologies have emerged as leading candidates for the distribution of
video to the home over existing twistedpair cable.
To better understand how these technological enhancements will impact
competition, it is necessary to examine
and understand the telephone company's existing infrastructure. From
there, an examination of the DSL technologies and their applications will be
explored. It is hoped that cable operators
and technical personnel will have abetter understanding of what the technologies can do—and whether they actually represent potential competition.
The local loop
Our examination will focus on the local loop (see Figure 1). This section of the
local loop originates at the customer's
premises and terminates into a piece
of digital multiplexing equipment either in the central office (CO) or located
at aremote terminal site. The local loop
plant contains avariety of splices, different gauged twisted pairs, and bridged
taps which cause transmission characteristics to vary from loop to loop. These
variations generally do not affect the
voice channels used for telephone services, but are significant when attempting to deploy high bit rate digital
transmission.
Added to these variations, the local
loop also uses load coils for equalization of the voice band on long distribution runs—another serious impediment
to digital transmission. These long distribution lengths resulted in the introduction of the carrier serving area (CSA)
guidelines in 1980. These guidelines
called for the shortening of the distriBy Andy Paff, President, Optical
Networks International, and Al
Watson, Network Systems Engineer,
Antec

bution loop lengths to enable telcos to
provide digital services in the 64 kilobit
region. The CSA guidelines were instituted for the digital loop carrier (DLC)
system.
DLC systems were initially installed
to allow the telcos to more effectively use
their existing plant. Because load coils
are required on distribution links that
exceed 18,000 feet (18 kilofeet), the CSA
guidelines required links to be designed
to less than 18 kilofeet.
At about the time the CSA guidelines
and DCL systems were being intro-

The local loop
plant contains a
variety of splices,
different gauged
twisted pairs,
and bridged taps.

duced and implemented, interest in integrated services digital network (ISDN)
began. Exploratory work on ISDN led to
the existing architecture of two bearer
(B) channels of 64 kilobits (kb/s) each
and adelta (D) channel of 16 kb/s. The
D channel would be used for packet
data applications (transmitting "packages" of data) and for signaling control
applications.
The digital subscriber line (DSL)
It is important to understand that
exploratory work on ISDN helped digital subscriber line (DSL) technology become areality. ISDN basic at the DS1
rate (1.544 mb/s) led to the concept of
HDSL (high digital subscriber line).

HDSL will use two twisted-pair wires to
transmit 1.544 mb/s data signals within
aCSA. This is primarily intended as a
Ti service for business customers.
HDSL equipment is now being deployed
by future-oriented telcos.
HDSL is not suited for residential
use because of its high cost and specialized line code (2B1Q). A more
promising DSL technology known as
asymmetrical digital subscriber line
(ADSL) has emerged as aleading candidate for residential deployment.
ADSL promises much
ADSL would use one twisted-wire
pair to provide a1.544 mb/s signal and
lower bit rate channels. It has the capacity to cover the entire local loop including businesses—whereas HDSL is
for business use only. ADSL technology uses one 1.544 mb/s channel which
rides on top of alower speed, full duplex
voice channel (64 kb/s); and an upstream, low speed control and maintenance channel (16 kb/s) that allows a
subscriber to change TV channels and
send messages to adatabase.
ADSL's ability to deliver MPEG (Moving Picture Experts Group)-based video
is of great consequence to the cable television industry. MPEG specifies standards for the compression and decompression of motion video, optimized for
adata rate of 1.5 mb/s. (While 1.5 mb/s
is considered VCR quality, it does not
provide the same picture quality as a3mb/s to 5-mb/s compressed NTSC picture.) This multimedia standard will
not only allow the cable and telco industries to provide compressed video,
but will also enable computer firms to
include video routinely in computer systems. This MPEG compression standard was the "door-opener" in the telcos'
quest for extremely high bit rates, via
DSL technology.
Another benefit of ADSL's asymmetrical nature relates to the cost of deployment. Because residential markets
require low cost per subscriber in order to be aviable business, the ability of
ADSL to cover the non-loaded portion of
the plant with one pair is important.
The average number of pairs at aresidential home equals 1.3 lines, which
means ADSL would not require addi-
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e's Outdoor

Eagle's new outdoor addressable Trap system is
available, now! After conducting our own intensive
lab and field tesrs for over eighteen months, we discovered this system offers so many benefits to cable
systems and cable subscribers that the only way you
can possibly appreciate them is to allow you to field
test one in your own system.
That's why we've decided to make this offer. For a
limited trial period, We will install an Eagle Outdoor
Addressable Trip Test System in your cablesystem at
no cost or obligation to you!
If you currently use atrap system or you're I3olong
to replace your converteridescramblers don't miss
this opportunity to try the most "user friencly" addressable system ever developed for the cable inckstry!

•No need to enter home for audits
• BM PC or compatible computer control
•Compatible with billing systems
•Optional Impulse Pay per View unit allows
subscriber to order premium programming without
calling cable system
•Auto-dialer transmits customer usage back to
system using store and fotward techniques
•Pre-authorize customers for limited amounts of
pre-paid programming
•Parental control of premium channels or all service

A "short list" of Outdoor Addressable Trap System
features includes:
•4or 8tiers of negative, positive or multicnarsnel
addressable filters; 256 combinations selectable
•Consumer frie r
idly with VCRs, cable ready TVs and
remote control ea TVs
•Controls signal delivery to multiple TVs from one
trap switch
•Allows you to use your present negative or
positive traps
•All service disconnect capability; over 80dB
isolation
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ADDRESSABILITY

ICI rolls out addressability
I

The TAC concept worked, but the
magine what it would be like to pilot
capital outlay. Those events, combined
aspeeding sports car down an open
growth of pay-TV hit awall. PPV came
with the announcement in late 1989
highway—and then suddenly shift
along, but TCI officials were skeptical
that NBC and Cablevision Systems
it into reverse. That's probably how it
about its viability as a business. The
would make the 1992 Summer Olympics
felt for Tele-Communications Inc. when
company refused to sink any more
a pay event, spurred TCI in January
it reversed its long-standing belief that
money into addressable convertors be1991 to decide internally to roll out adpay-per-view was something less than a cause of their inherent ability to comdressability to amajority of its systems.
real business.
plicate the interface to consumer elecImmediately, an internal addressBut shift TCI has—in abig way. The
tronics. Instead, TCI senior engineers
ability audit was launched. It had to be
company that in the 1980s
determined which systems
publicly eschewed addressalready had addressability
able descrambling convertors
and where, how it was imTELE -COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
has spent more than $40 milplemented, what hardware
presents
lion for convertors while
was in place and what it
rolling out addressability to a
would take to bring the remajority of its estimated
maining systems on board. A
1,200 headends over the past
few months later, TCI conyear. So far, TCI has placed
tracted with Probita, asmall
more than 400,000 converBoulder-based systems intors in the field, just in time
tegrator, to add arelational
for the summer Olympics—
database and help make the
arguably the most anticiswitch from batch reporting
pated pay-per-view event of
to areal-time interface.
the year.
This upgrade allowed TAC
to access every subscriber
TAC
record in avariety of ways
tAtILMMT
instantly. Furthermore, it
TC
Responsibility for controlallowed cable viewers to ordfflffl.ff
ling agood number of those
der events via ARU or ANI
and have them authorized
convertors falls to a small
immediately or within mingroup of employees and a
powerful computer housed in
utes. Previously, TCI cusamodest facility located in a
tomers had to wait at least
southern suburb of Denver.
one day to change service.
Known as "TAC" (for TCI adToday, TCI can support
dressable center), the facility
"pay-per-event" and has
recently underwent an exused occasions such as big
pensive and lengthy upgrade
boxing and wrestling events
to make it capable of supto test its capabilities before
An Instructional Guide Prepared for
Tele-Cotrununications, Inc.
porting TCI's new direction.
the Olympics were kicked
off. Presently, TAC can supTo get some idea of what
port 30 events per month.
TAC Manager Terry Wolf
and his crew had to go
PPV became a business
through, a little history is TCI distributed addressability handbooks with the roll-out
called for.
After the 1991 acquisition
Industry veterans will reof the United Artists properties, TCI
championed an "on-premise" addresscall that TAC was built to support TCI's
able approach, which called for the inofficials looked into the revenue UA's
companywide roll-out of The Disney •
movie-driven PPV service generated
stallation of addressable traps on the
Channel in 1983. Because TCI owned so
and were impressed. "Pay-per-view
side &subscribing homes.
many systems with headends that
looked like it made sense," says Art Lee,
As aresult, TAC was put into "mainserved asmall number of subscribers,
tenance mode," according to Wolf. Each
TCI vice president of operating divithe MSO simply couldn't afford to buy
sions. It was then that the TCI brass deyear, less funding was provided than
hundreds of addressable controllers
the year before and the number of TCI
cided to endorse PPV.
(which cost about $50,000 each). FurIn order to support full PPV ordering,
headends tied to TAC never grew bethermore, each controller required manTAC needs another upgrade beyond the
power and expertise to maintain them.
yond acouple hundred.
In the meantime, other operators
one already completed for event-based
TCI ran the numbers; it was obvious
buys. Wolf again sought out Probita to
were making akilling in special pay-perthat the hardware costs couldn't be offwrite software that would support
view events. A series of heavyweight
set by the revenue generated from pay
higher order rates and asignificant inTV services (remember, there wasn't
boxing title bouts brought millions into
crease in the number of "events" that
cable coffers in exchange for very little
any pay-per-view then).
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CABLE POLL

Midwest CATV •CEO •Cablevision

Ops lukewarm on MIS
While more than eight vendors vie
for management information systems
business from cable operators, interest
remains lukewarm, according to arecent
Cable Poll() survey. In the Poll©, conducted in January, 205 general managers said their primary usage of MIStype systems is to handle customer invoices and customer service/installation
requests. Interest remained weak for
computer-handled PPV tracking, ad
sales monitoring, marketing research
and audience demographics.
Specifically, 79 percent of the GMs
polled said they use an MIS system for
invoicing subscribers. Tracking customer service requests and installation/service calls weighed in at 63 percent and 69 percent, respectively.
Half of the GMs said they don't use
MIS systems for PPV tracking (a shade
north of athird, at 31 percent, said they
did; the remainder didn't know.) More
than half of the GMs (60 percent) said
they don't use computer-controlled
tracking for ad sales monitoring, marketing research (57 percent) or demographic information (75 percent.)
Which systems are used
Cable Data took the lead in vendors
supplying MIS-type systems, with 22
percent of the GMs polled saying they
use the California-based supplier. Twenty percent of the GMs reported using
their own, in-house MIS system; another 20 percent uses an "other" system not mentioned in the Polk) question.
American Express Cable Services
Group took eight percent of the Pole responses; Toner and Computer Utilities
of the Ozarks tied at four percent. A
sliver of the operators polled, at one
percent, reported using an MIS system
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CABLE POLL
developed by Great Lakes Data Systems. None of the GMs apparently use
systems from Creative Management
Systems/EDS, Parallex and Information Systems Development.
And, despite the hubbub about the
topic of open architectures—or the ability of MIS providers to interface their
systems to other systems—most operators, at 64 percent, reported that their
system is unable to provide an open architecture. Further, 86 percent of the
GMs polled said that an update to an
open architecture isn't likely to happen
this year.
More than half of the GMs polled, at
67 percent, said they won't purchase
software from another supplier this
year. Four percent cited new purchases
as very likely; nine percent said the possibility of anew MIS system is somewhat unlikely. CED
By Leslie Ellis
Cable Poll© is conducted for Midwest
CATV, CableVision, CED and Multichannel News by Ryan McGinn Samples
Research, Inc. Telephone interviews were
conducted between January 13-17, 1992
with a random sample of 205 system
management personnel obtained from
the CableFile Research database.
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CLASSIFIEDS

CAREER MARKETPLACE

roeh
F
Froeh

DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING

Peter

Falcon Cable TV is looking for a strong, self starting Engineer. The
position will require 50-75% travel, including International.
This professional must have a formal education in electronics and a
minimum of 10 years CATV experience. Responsibilities include verification
of technical compliance, on site training and general engineering support.
A thorough knowledge of CLI, 1992 Technical Standards, FCC licensing,
system design architectures and current technology are amust. Reports
directly to V.P. Engineering. BCTE Certification desired. Must have Passport.
Direct to: Dir of Eng., 10866 Wilshire Blvd, #500, LA CA 90024
Equal Opportunity Employer

lich
lichsearch
& Co.

PO. Box 339 Weatherford, TX 76086
(800) 742-4947 FAX (817) 594-1337

All levels of Technical
Positions -Corporate to
Hourly. Positions
Available Nationwide.
Call or Write. Fees Paid.

CABLE LABOR SERVICES
SERVING MAINTENANCE &CONSTRUCTION WORKERS WITH INFORMATION
Current job openings on THE WORK LINE, track jobs pending bid approvals, budget increases etc
on STANDBY, training program info for all fields, and area job searches Whether your achief tech,
borer, sweeper, lineman or installer, we can put you in touch nation wide at NO COST TO YOU!

OPTIONS &OPPORTUNITIES NATION WIDE

(702) 723-1121

EQUIPMENT REPAIR

dB-tronice-

For Your Equipment Needs
AFFORDABLE, QUALITY REPAIRS:
We Are THE SA Addressable
Converter Repair Experts!
8500's, 8550's, 8580's

CONVERTER SERVICE
.FREE repair for new customers
•FREE pick up/delivery depending on
quantity and geographic area
•FLAT-RATE billing

ElLEE ENTERPRISE

6234th STREET •BOX 590 •DESHLER. NEBRASKA 68340
FAX (402) 365-7228
(800) 551-0096
(402)365-7520
We specialize in spectrum analyzers, meter repairs, and
calibrations, headend, line equiplment, channelcue
audio, video switcher repairs. We are your complete one
stop CATV repair facility.

•We buy used converters
•We sell refurbished converters

WE BUY & SELL EQUIPMENT:
SA PP 450MHz LE's
$109.00
SA FF 450MHz TA's
$299.00
SA PP 400MHz BRDGR
$90.00
8556-005 Scramblers
Call
Hurry, Limited Quantity Available
FREE REPAIRS?
Repair Credits Given For
Your Excess Equipment!

III

ANNE'S CABLE TV INC.

Be Equipped.

917 Hillcrest Ave., Stuart, FL 34994

407-220-6841
Vision Electronics, Ltd.

FOR OTHER SPECIALS CALL:

Albany, NY

SALES

Quality Jerrold Addressable
Converter Repair
Flat Rate

404 992 6730 •6148851520

CUSTOMER SERVICE
Phone: 1-800-356-2730 •FAX 1-933-439-7518

(518) 462-6392

get converted!

IIALFsizis
¡Ta
i7cflAsSIS
139

1575

N

105th

Tulsa,OK

E Ave

(800)

74116

918 836-8348
800 331-5997

7777i

:011

Thermostat
Controlled Farb
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331-5997
VCI I

0•111111MICIAL
TIM/11110N

MIREr

(303) 393-7449
*REC

ER'S

*PROCESSOR'S

*ModulmoR's *VCII's *SA tre's

FACT

*1991 Average Repair Charge

••••11»

DiemIt

Let CED help sell
your repair services.

._ESS THAI,
“. 4001

Saves
Rack Space

$100500
Including Parts

'Dosen't Include Line Equipment or Shipping

Charges

CLASSIFIEDS

CAREER MARKETPLACE

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

PRODUCT MANAGER

REFURBISHED
BOUGHT/SOLD

For Cable TV and UPS Products
We require an energetic, aggressive and innovative
individual to take charge of Power Supply product
programs. Several years of product design experience,
combined with athorough understanding of Cable TV
technology is required.
Please send complete resume including references and
salary history to:

17 1
Li

WANTED
Used & surplus CA TV Equipment:
Jerrold, Regency &
Oak converters
(DRZ-3, DRX-3, JSX-3)
Line extenders, taps, 60 volts trunk
amplifiers and field strength meters.

POWERTECK CORP.
(Service and distribution for Latin America)

(305) 593-7418
FAX (305) 593-7419
I-Point

your business'

in the right direction
by calling

Terri Sinner
to reserve this space.

303-393-7449

Vanessa Oliver
Alpha Technologies
3767 Alpha Way
Bellingham, WA 98225

G.I. Video Cipher II $475
Magnavox 5-330 Trunks $375
Jerrold SJ Trunks $250
3700-5900 Taps $3
Eagle Traps $1
JLE/400 with Housing $80
SA 6650 Receiver $350
G.I. CM IV Mod. $500
Call for complete inventory list:
90 Day Warranty
ARENA We service what we sell
SERVICES 215 630 0320
INC. Fax 215-630-8202

COAST CATV SUPPLY
We Sell:
IN STOCK
NEW & REFURBISHED
Amps, LE's, Taps, Splitters,
Connectors & Headends
ALL BRANDS 270 TO 550 MHz
Call for updated price list
We Buy:

WANTED
ALL BRANDS
YOUR USED OR EXCESS EQUIPMENT
Fax your used/excess list
714-272-2360
Fax: 714-272-3032

Call (303) 393-7449
to reserve
THIS SPACE.

ADDRESSABLE
CONVERTERS
FROM $11.95
IN STOCK.
FULLY REMANUFACTURED -90 DAY WARRANTY

**LASHERS**
ROCKY MTN LASHER WORKS
We Buy used lashers
We Rebuild lashers
We Rent lashers
Call for pricing
406-458-6563
5909 North Slope Rd.,
P.O. Box 9707, Helena MT 59601

WE NEED SURPLUS
NEW & USED
Connectors, Taps, Etc.
TM BROKERS

NEW: Phone (208) 683-2797
(208) 683-2019 •FAX (208) 683-2374
5402 Highway 95, Coco/alla, ID 83813

List your equipment for sale with us -Computerized Inventory Locater system --

CONTEC
INTERNATIONAL

800-382-2723

EMERGENCY
ALERT SYSTEMS
BY

Idea/onics
69 channels
14 day delivery
compatible with all headends
-AFFORDABLE(701) 786-3904
24 and 88 channel units
also available
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BUSINESS CARD DIRECTORY
Video Pa.e Generator & Controller $189.95
Low Cost Hi-Res

or

"Video Poster"

—

NZ=
°Pl'on

17,8:;7•7,1
cyeki,.. :LT
7

tcip,,

2-240 Char. crawls/ pg.
Flash, 9 Letter Sizes

i

•

Mode

D
15
1s41
(
.
1,=._-1

.,

COMMODORE 64

i

ifiErRIEHL?
a
Z

1
I_ Special Effec

Multi-Site
Modem
Upload &
Download

16 Colors,User friendly
Auto-sequence pages
Cut & Paste,"WYSIWG"
• 12:24:30 THURSDAY 32192

—

IMEIMICR,

Speclai Effects

...Temp+HumIddy,

vino g
or "RAMC"
COMMODORE 64
EERMIEF

o

Our jumpers are manufactured entirely at our plant,

assuring inspection and quality control at each stage of
construction. Our quality control assures the lowest RF
leakage possible. Call for pricing and FREE sample.
We have the best price and best delivery. Any length, colors available.
F, BNC, RCA
and others

CALL OR
FAX

UPS1

Unintern.iplibie PS

'Hi Res state of the art Video Page Generator
*Sequence more than 1000 paces (with disk drive)
16 colors, 9sizes, Crawl, Flash, Special effects
`Two (240 letter) variable size crawls per page
'Accurate real time clock & date any location
*Autoboots your sequence if power fails
'Low cost easy to find C64 computer (NTSC out)
*50 Time and date "Macro" event control commands
'Automate commands & events by time and date
"RMAV" I/O "F"
*Upload & Download pages+commands via modem
`Controls model "RMAV" & external relays +VCR's
*User friendly, includes demo disk with help pages
*Generate NTSC color bars + message crawl lines
"RL4F" Relay control
'Model "VIDG" EPROM program cartridge $189.95.
Model
Price •Description of "VIDG" Video Poster Options:
Weather station
"RAMC"$289.95; "VIDG" Inc. Lithium Battery backed 52 page RAM-disk
"UPS1" $279.90; battery backed switcher eliminate brownouts
"WX1" $189.95; Weather station (deg. C. 8, F.) + humidity
VIDG "PK8" $159.95; controls 8external relays « 2 "WX1" inputs
"1541" $189.95; disk drive stores 1000 or more pages
RAMC
PK81'7,Z;
"RL4F" $199.95; 4-750 hl Isolation (DC to 600 Mhz) AXB switch
"RMAV"$ CALL; 2108 750"F" stereo or mono +video AXB switches
"C64" $159.95; Refurbished computer, with power supply
Plug sInto C64
"Modem"$ 89.95; 1200 baud Hayes compatible
WX1

Engineering Consulting Tel: 714 671 2009 Fax: 714-255-9984

583 Candlewood St. Brea,

CUSTOM MADE JUMPER ASSEMBLIES

Ca. 92621*Mastercard*Visa*Discover*Amex*PO*COD

406-458-6563
ROCKY MOUNTAIN
JUMPER CABLES

Industry
Service
Since 1966

P.O. Box 9707 •HELENA, MT 59604

OMMERCIAL ELECTRONICS, 111C.

ClaTV ENGINEERING SERVICES
CATV EQUIPMENT REPAIRS

Meter Calibrations
Headend Alignment

Hybrid Sales
Equipment Upgrading
Performance Measurements

FCC Offsets

Free Pick-up Service in Certain Geographic Areas
800-247-5883 or in Virginia 800-345-6834
209 E. Jackson St., PO Box 484, Gate City, VA 24251

JOHN JAMES CATV SERVICE
SPECIALIZING IN
•SA EQUIPMENT
•HEADEND PROOFS

•REPAIRS
•FCC OFFSETS

26 Years HEADEND Experience
1218 Franklin Cir. NE, Atlanta, GA 30324

404-636-1031
REqAt, I rESG
•Addressable Converter Repair
Jerrold, S/A, Hamlin, Oak and Zenith
•Remanufacture Sales
•Line/Headend Repair
•Regal Warranty

(800) 336-2237
505 Cypress Creek Rd., Cedar Park, Texas 78613
92
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CUSTOM MADE CABLE ASSEMBLIES INCLUDING
Fto F, Nto N BNC, RCA, F-81
Gilbert AHS

LAC
Off Shore
Amphenol

RG-56
RG-59
AG -il
RG-213
RG-214

Belden
Times
Comm/Scope
Intercomp

We will make any cable assembly . Quick delivery on all colors and lengths
Fax (602) 582-2915 Ph (602) 581-0331

335 W. Melinda Drive, Phoenix, Az 85027

COD
Communications Engineering & Design

Terri Sinner

Classified Advertising Manager

(303) 393-7449

FAX (303) 393-6654

CLASSIFIEDS

ENGINEERING/DESIGN/CONSTRUCTION

Call

FCC PROOF OF PERFORMANCE TESTING
FIBER OPTIC DESIGN &
ACTIVATION
HEADEND OPTIMIZATION
COMPLETE SYSTEM AUDITS

(303) to393-7449
reserve
THIS

ACE.

AUTOCAD CUSTOMIZED CATV MENU
& SYMBOLS LIBRARY
CAD DRAFTING & DESIGN
STRAND MAP & AS BUILT
MAP DIGITIZATION & REVISIONS
P.O. Box 244
Yankton, SD 57078

(800) 292-0126

(605) 665-1393

PROFESSIONAL
Cincinnati, Ohio
I
NSTALLATION & TECHNICAL SERVICE, I
NC.
An Engineering Services Company Dedicated to:
•Proof of Performance Tests
•Sweep and Balance • Splicing
•Electronic and Underground Upgrades
•Power Supply Upgrades/Maintenance
•System Maintenance and Repair
•Fiber Optics Testing and Activation

CALL FOR YOUR CATALOG

800-233-8713
TOOLS
THE

All of our employees are customer conscience, dedicated and
experienced in State-of-the-Art systems.
(CALAN and WAVETECH equipped)

MILLER CABLE INSTALLATIONS
Aerial & Underground Installations
Drop Swings /Replacements
MDU Pre and Postwire
System Audits, Splicing, Trap Changes
Courteous Uniformed Installers
CRAIG MILLER
Fax/Phone (205) 826-3058
Nationally 800-742-5485

WA D
HE
TE

800-4574569

2770 SandhiII Rd.
Auburn, AL 36830

New Construction •Installs •Balancing •Splicing

Gee G

VisioNs,

"COMMUNICATION YOU CAN SEE"
•C.A.D. Drafting Service

•Engineering

•Project Cost Analysis

•Construction

10102 Hwy. 105 W.

David Christy

Montgomery, TX
77356

409-588-2099

CHARLES E.KIRTLEY

519 E.Center
Sikeston, MO
63801

DIRECTOR OF MARKETING
AND NEW DEVELOPMENT
% A>

EXCALIBUR CABLE
Cable Construction, Inc.
Performance Built Our Company
Specializing in Rebuilds & Fiber Optic Installation
Harold Bigham
(904) 932-6869

P.O. Box 903
Gulf Breeze, FL 32562

THE CUTTING EDGE OF PERFORMANCE"

ALL I
NSTALLATION SERVICES -UNDERGROUND/AERIAL CONSTRUCTION
MDU PRE/POSTWIRES -REBUILDS -AUDITS -CONVERTER EXCHANGES
A.
T.
T.
CEFMFIED FIBER SPECIAI ISTS -DESIGN -ENGINEERING -LAN -PHONE

1-800-462-3811

NATIONWIDE

1-703-478-8818

FAX

ANY CABLE, ANYWHERE, ANYTIME
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MY VIEW
essarily include: optical receiver, electronic amplifier, demultiplexer, digitalto-analog converter and VSB/AM modulator. A dedicated transmission path
transporting four to six multiplexed
program channels would be required
between aswitching point and the customer premises.
Whether the switching function would
be centralized at local exchanges or decentralized in outlying cabinets or
kiosks would depend on the balance between the cost of locating switching
equipment in uncontrolled environments against the cost of ahierarchy of
multiplexed subcarriers. In either case,
although costs are certain to decline
sharply, they appear destined to exceed
the costs of traditional tree-and-branch
topology.
Is ADSL the answer?

Video dial-tone
Your bowling league meeting has just
been canceled and you are scanning
through the cable TV programs for an
unexpected evening of viewing. Nothing
appeals. So you dial eleven digits on
your telephone, enter your access code
(parental control?) and amenu display
code. You tune the TV set to channel 00
and follow the text prompts which lead
you through an array of movie titles
and real time events. You select something interesting, hang up the phone,
and settle back for an evening of entertainment.

The telco problem is exacerbated by
the existing copper wire subscriber loop
plant. Apparently, the ADSL (asynchronous digital subscriber line) and
HDSL (high bit-rate digital subscriber
line) present the prospect of delivering
VCR quality, full-motion video at DS-1

needs...to give greater
freedom of choice in
customizing
ro, ,am tiers.

The key is price
Presently, a caption appears warning that after a 10-minute preview, a
charge of $2, or maybe 95 cents a
minute, will be added to your telephone
bill for this program. You hardly blink at
$2; but 95 cents a minute for a 90minute movie! No way!
Pricing is precisely the issue that will
determine whether video dial-tone
(VDT) competition could be a serious
threat to broadband, multichannel cable
TV. Should i cost any less to distribute
amovie than to handle a900-number
call?
If VDT were delivered over an optical
fiber broadband integrated services digital network (BISDN), or any other digital fiber network, the customer
premises equipment (CPE) would necBy Archer S. Taylor, Senior Vice
President of Engineering, MalarkeyTaylor Associates Inc.

bit rates (1.544 Mbs) on unconditioned
copper pairs at distances less than two
miles. This technology will probably
support marginally acceptable quality
on NTSC TV sets. It is certainly unlikely to support enhanced or high resolution signals.
Video dial-tone will also encounter
the intrinsic incompatability between a
switched, single-channel service and
broadband, multi-channel consumer TV
sets. VDT cannot provide the luxury of
non-premium basic programs. VDT customers would have to "dial-up" two separately switched (and billed) programs
for picture-in-picture or to record one
program while viewing another. VDT
could provide features like favorite
channel recall, or last channel recall by
menns of suitable software for remotely
controlling facilities at the switching
center, just as the telcos are now offering for telephone customers. But, at
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what cost? Certainly more than is required for the cable TV infrared remote
control.
The ideal VDT viewing terminal
would be avideo monitor, with built-in
switching controls and transponder.
Since such afacility would be useless for
over-the-air "free" broadcast reception
without aset-top tuner, it would seem to
be a hard sell. Cable TV is painfully
aware of the customer response to using
only one channel on an expensive TV set
capable of selecting 100 or more channels, with many popular convenience
features made useless because of the
convertor. VDT proponents may be blissfully unaware of this hazard.
If voice, data and video are integrated
in asingle digital network, the allocation
of capital cost between regulated services and competitive services takes on
critical dimensions. The dangerous implications of cross-subsidization seem
to be widely recognized by regulators
and legislators. How to keep the cost
allocation from becoming predatory is
not so readily established.
Where the telcos are headed
For the near term, which Bellcore
does not define but might be amatter of
five to eight years, the telephone industry expects to concentrate on such
services as:
•interactive video games and services,
•tele-education,
•library retrieval,
•video mail box,
• limited transactions (e.g. catalog
and groceries), and
•video on demand.
The impact of video dial-tone competition will be most grievously experienced when full-motion entertainment is
offered by VDT without the "buythrough" requirement that subscribers
pay for basic tiers as aprerequisite for
subscribing to premium programs.
If the price is right, video dial-tone will
have strong appeal to subscribers who
want to pay only for selected programs,
and are aggravated by first having to
pay for one or more unwanted tiers.
The cable TV industry needs to find
ways to give greater freedom of choice in
customizing program tiers to suit the
customer while fulfilling the operator's
obligations to program providers, and to
its own bottom line.
This is more aproblem for marketing,
supplier negotiations and rate structuring than for technical innovation.
There is no easy answer. Competition
may force the solution. CEO

C

NTEC

INTERNATIOUVIAL

THE LEADER IN CONVERTER TECHNOLOGY+

It's Your
Moneymaker...
And We
Can Prove It!

44) ),
•Subscribers Want Them
•Engineers Praise Them
•And, Purchasing Agents
Love Our Prices.
Call Now For Your Moneymakers.
Choose From Over 20 Models &Custom
Designs... With A 3Year Warranty.

1-800-382-2723
1023 State Street, P.O. Box 739, Schenectady, NY 12301, Phone: (518) 382 8000 FAX: (518) 382-8452
Circle Reader Service No 41

No\n'T you can call the best
in the service business
for the best in
headend equipment.

ANIXTER CABLE TV stocks the complete line of
Scientific Atlanta headend electronics, bringing
you immediate availability on the industry's finest
headend products.

Scientific
Atlanta

Modulators, processors, combiners, and
replacement modules are all in inventory. Call
your Anixter Cable TV representative for all your
headend needs.

MOOR

CABLE TV

Atlanta, Georgia
(404) 840-7901 •(800) 242-1181

Cleveland, Ohio
(216) 526-0919 •(800) 321-8068

Iron Mountain, Michigan
(906) 774-4111 •(800) 624-8358

Anaheim, California
(714) 779-0500 •(800) 854-0443

Dallas, Texas
(214) 446-CATV •(800) 231-5006

Seattle, Washington
(206) 838-9552 •(800) 438-9290

Chicago, Illinois
(708) 350-7788 •(800) 544-5368

Denver, Colorado
(303) 740-8949 •(800) 841-1531

Wharton, New Jersey
(201) 328-0980 •(800) 631-9603

Circle Reader Service No. 42
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